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'PREFACE

Thin publication is one of a series of technical evaluation reports

issued by the NorthwestRegional Educational Laboratory to document

evaluation Findings for selected products. The subject of this report /

is Research Utilising Franey Saving (ROM, an instructional system /

developed in the Improving Teaching Competencies Program.

This technical report presents the data collected about the impact

of the system on the classrooms of teachers trained in two RUPS workshops.

The inforiation is intended.to provide evidence related to the impact of

RUES training on students. Although this information is primarily

summative in nature, it should also help those who may be considering

modifying the system to increase the. likelihood of achieving impact on

students.

An institutional technic-1. review has been conducted by LaboratOry

specialists external to the Program and qualified evaluation consultants

external to the Laboratory have also reviewed this report.

8

A.444.4
Lawrence D. Fish
Executive Director
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INTRODUCTION

The overall goal of the Improving Teaching Competencies Program /4

(ITCP) of the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory (NWREL) as

givei in its Resource Allocationand Management Plan (ITCP, 1974) is;

40
- "To develop instructional systems for training schdol personnel in .

process skills which will promote student self- understanding, self -I

sufficiency and independence." The RAM? further specifies that: 1

These instructional systems will be competbncy
based low cost and mass `diffusible for preservice
and inservice training in: (a)supportive
curricular materials'whichipncourage pupils to
be active learnOs; (b) veil behaviors that
enable students to derivfpersonally usable
meanings for what they learn; (0' analyzing and
improving individual teaching styles and using
problem sovling processes; (d) using basic
interpersonal 'stalls; (e) providing for continuous
growth of teachers and contributing to increased
functiOnal capabilities oforgfnizations.

This,report focuses on the Research Utilizing Problem Solving (RUM)

instructional system, one of several instructional systegis developed by

the Improving Teaching Competencies Program in accordance with these

goals. Based upon,summative evaluation data, this technical report

provides information and judgments for the benefit of potential users

of the system

Purpose of the Technical Report

This document reports on the outcome phase of the process. employed

in the development of RUM Tice development of this instructional sys-

tem was based on'a model which divides the work plow into five phases:

p
Planning, Pilot, Interim, Field Test, and Outcome. Each phase consists

of specifieddeveloment, evaluation, and field relation activities

which differ according to the phase under consideration. A brief

'description of the model is providedin Appendix A.

I() 1



In the final or outcome phase, it is assumed that the development

of the instructional system has been completed, and interest is

focused on a summative evaluation of,the system's ability to produce

not only specified short-term outcomes, but also long-term outcomes%

Short-term outcomes include the categories of participant satisfiction,

skill acquisition, awareness, And immediate performance change. Long-

term outcomes include retention of:knowledge and information:ant:1'61e

general impact of theinstructionaksystem on secondary audiences such

as students and/or peers. In this sense, the terms :limpsket study" and

"outcome evaluation" are used interchangeably throughodt this report.
i)

The purpose'of this technical report, then, is to present the

results of the outcome evaluation/impact study. Although the evaluation

was conducted primarily fox the purpose of assessing the long-7term

outcomes of RTS, some short-term outcomes are also addressed. The

technical report of the outcome evaluation orthe MPS instructional

system will fulfill the contractual agreements of the Improving Teaching

Competencies Program of NWREL with its funding agency, particularly

those agreements related to the development and evaluation of MPS.

Audiences for the Technical Report

Several potential audiences have been considered in the planning

and implementation of the outcome evaluation of the RUPS system and in

the preparation of this report. It is anticipated that the information

contained in this evaluation report will be relevant to the concerns

of three groups:

1. Personnel in the Improving Teaching Competencies Program at
at NWREL who are responsible for possible revisions or

OP

extensions of the systems

2
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2. Educators who may potentially use the system and who need
valid. and reliable information in order to choose among
inservice educational alternatives. These educators may
include the teachers who desire to become workshop partici-
pants, curriculiIm specialists,,or those who provide training
opportunities for teachers

3. Members of the National Institute of Education (NIE) who
monitor the progress and assess the quality of output from
the,Improving Teaching Competencies Program

Report Format.

This report is organized into fouT chapters. The first chapter

described the NIPS action-research model, as well gs the history,

objectives, and components of this instructional system. The second's .

chapter briefly outlines the:impact,study/outcome evaluation; the .

evaluation procedures,jmethodology, instruments and data analyses-are

described, and the relevant evaluation questions are presented. he-'

third chapter presents and discusses the

\
results of the impact study.

The Aurth chapter presents a summary of indings and results.

6 . 12



CHAPTER ONE: DESCRIPTION OF THE RUPS INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEM

Rationalefor the Development of the RUPS System

In'1965 Miles identified "problem solving adequacy" as a key

variable for "organizational health." In 1967 the Flint Youth Study

(Lippitt) of the University of Michigan cited action research procedures

emphasizing an objective data base for decision making as a primarY,

need for school district personnel, In 1971 Cross'reported a study at

the AEU' annual meeting which showed that principal's decision - making

patterns are reactive, rapid and probably, strongly influenced by

t
--subordinates. -

-

Studies such es,these were taken as-evidence of the need for the,

development of a systematic approach to problem solving, as a means of

encouraging improvement'in schools. While numerous new teaching

strategiesiand materiels have been intriduced into ;the schools, they

- -

have bad the effect of allowing teachers more fieedom and perhaps

providing more pressure to attend to :the functions of analyzing,

diagnosing and identifying general problem areas as well as individual

'learner problems, Howevei, the studies mentioned above indicated that

more structured work was needed in these difficult functional areas.

These studies also implied that educators needed instruction not only

in developing skills of analysis,-diagnosis, and identification of
6

problem areas, but also in integrating and applying their- knowledge to

initiate improvements in their educational environments.

'Based on this infolnatidn, the developers of Research Utilizing

Problem Solving (RUPS) concluded that an instructional system was

needed which would, deal with strategies for relevant problem solving

and could be readily adapted to the needs of both teachers and students.

5
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I
The RUPS instructional system was thus developed to aid the improvement

of the problem solving capacity of the schools and school personnel.

It was the intent of the developers that the problem solving procedures

RUPS offers would contribute to the improvement of the general quality

of education 'as well as provide a means for increased individualization

and other forms of instructional improvement.

The RUPS Process

RUPewas designed as a low-cost mass-diffusible instructional

system intended to improve the problem solving effectiveness of educators
%

and people working in related capacities. Tice target population for RUPS

is primarily teachers'and administrators: However, school board members,

parapraessionals,prolessors, and-state department-of educational--

personnel may also derive some benefit fipa.RUPS. Generally, RUPS,is

intended to be of use to any members of the above groups who have a

problem they are working on, or a problem which is of concern to them;

An action-research model forms the basis of RUPS. The RUPS instruc-

tional system was designed to help educators plan and manage learning

experiences more efficiently by pioviding training in action - research

proaedures. The proCedures involve learning and using skills in applying

objec tive data and resea rch findings to solve local problems and to

achieve improveients in schools and classrooms.

The RUES action-research process is-intended to be applicable when

the problem solver senses a problem, but is unclear about the kind of
c

outcome that is required or desired. The process is based on a 5-step

method of problem solving. These steps are:

1. Identify a concern

6

2.' Diagnose the situation

14



3. Consider action alternatives

4. Test selected alternatives

3: Adopt and diffuse

The first step involves applying available knowledge and consists

of identifying the problem in terms of who or what causes it and who

or what is affected by it. Step two demands a thorough diagnosis of

the problem situation. The various forces that work for or against

perpetuation of the problem are considered in this step. Once,,the

relevant forces have been identified, in step three action alternatives

are formulated. This is accomplished through brainstormingà kind of

avalanche-style verbalization of ideas. Brainstorming is followed by

Beaeibility-testing: During-stePfour-,-bratnstormed-idtgi-are-sinfidirieit-----'-----

determine which one(s) might work best. The final step include the

adoption and diffusion of the alternative(s) identified during brain-

-
3

o

storming. A possible result of these actions may be the generation and

identification of new knowledge and concern(s) which fn turn may be

used to identify other problems. Thus, the entire RUPS process is

cyclical: MPS is intended to be a problem-solving process that -not

only offers logical solutions to problems but is also effective in

--
uncovering problems that may, in i'Asense, be camouflaged by related

concerns.

Goals and Objectives of the RUPS System

;The previous section briefly described the action-research process

which forms the basis of the MPS' instructional system. The overall

goal. of RUPS is:

The improvement of educational systems by using problem
solving processes to identify problems and generate and
effect solutions that are relevant to the needs of both
local school systems and individuals

7



To accomplish this end, MPS has two main objectives:'

. To introduce and instruct participants in the use of
the RUPS process;ie a mans of working toward improve-

, ments in their-, school setting

c.
To provide participants with opportunities ta,
experieent.with and experience ways of increasing
teamwork skills that can facilitate problem solving

'in schOol environments

The developers of RUPS identified a number of activities which

focus on'ths skills and behaviors expected to be demonstrated by

educators participating in MPS training. Since these activitas form

the. basis of the 5-step RUPS process, perfoimance of these activities

is necessary for the accomplishment of the goals and objectives of the

system. The activities have thus been oreanized by the evaluators and

developers-of-the-system to correspond to the:two-objectives-stated------------

'above. This presentation is not intended to be prescriptive,. nor are

the two categories mutually exclusive. Rather, the activities can be

loosely categorized in terms of: (1),those that emphasize the develop-

ment of specific task oriented skills and behaviors related to the

action - research techniques and procedures, and (b) those that emphasize

the development of interpersonal (teamwork) skills and behaviors. The

activities that comprise the RUPS process are:
*

1. Task'orientatioli skills:

Applying the four guideline criteria for writing.a problem
statement

'Previous development and evaluation documents have identified other
statements as tWobjectives, goals and purposes of the RUPS system.
It is the opinion of the authors that these differences are basically .

semantic and no real difference of opinion as to the goals of this
system exists. The authors feel, however, that the organization and
presentation of goals .and objectives in this section offers a more
coherent and logically consistent picture of the intent of the RUPS
instructional system'than given earlier.

8
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Using force-field diagnostic. techniques

Selecting and creating instruments for data gathering

Spotting and analyzing major results of data collected

Using criteria for deriving implications from research
findings

Applying guidelines for planning and implementing action
alternatives

Evaluating solution plans ,

Planning a backhome project

Conducting a backhome RUPS project

Brainstoiming action alternatives to meet implications
derived from findings

2., Interpersonal (teamwork) skills:

Paraphrasing interpersonal communications

Diagnosing teamwork relations

Identifying one personal style of operatiaalizing
dimensions of teamwork behaviors

Utilizing concepts and skills of giving and receiving
feedback

Using the RUPS or actior-research process, teachers and students

can adapt the above activities to promote improvements in classrooms

and schools more effe,.tively.

Content of the RUPS System--A Brief Description

The RUPS instructional system was designed to provide training

for educators in skilli of using objective data and research findings

as they apply a process of action-research tq.achieve local improve-

ments. This training is accomplished by guiding participz.nts.through

a structured sequence Of subsets or units, each consisting of a series

of concept papers, group discussions, and exercises. These units are

designed with the intent of developing the participants' knowledge

17



and abilities to apply this process to the identification and diagnosis

of classroom, school or peer-related problems.

The instructional strategy of the RUPS system is based on a pattern

of repeated objective diagnosis carried out in small training groups of

three or six parsons. The knowledge gained through this process provides

the basis for the selection and design of action plans*to salve the

identified problems. A simulation exercise provides opportunities for

participants to practice skills in training groups and learn to observe

and improve their actual teamwork behaviors in the workshop setting.

In other words, participants train each other using criteria provided

in the materials. Basic interpersonal and group teamwork skills are

stressed in relation to the participants' efforts to apply the RUPS

problem solving process to the simulation problem.

In the simulation, the workshop participants learn to lite the RUPS

moAel as they: (

162, Mrs. Jones analyze her classroom situation in which the
students apparently do not want to learn

Select data gathering, instruments and process results of data
gathered to rediagnose the problem

Create a plan to enable her children to become more active learners

The "Mks. Jones" simulation is a primary training tool for the

presentation of the RUPS process. The simulation and the acCompanying

activities and discussions provide opportunities for RUPS participants

to familiarike themselves with the 5-step process, gain experience

and understanding in the use of'specific action-research procedures and

techniques, and share their knowledge with their training group.

Once a number of subsets are completed paiticipants begin to

concentrate on their own real problemg by planning a RUPS project to

10
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be implemented in their own schools, thus working toward whatever goals

are relevant to them personally.

Although the vehicie'for communicating information and directing

activities remains relatively stable in the RUBS system (i.e., the use

of concept papers, structured activities related to the simulation, and

group discussions to convey information), each subset differs from the

others in terms of both its specific Objective(s) and content. For

further information, refer to the RUPS leader's manual as well as previous

development and evaluation plans (Butman, Jung and Rothlind, 1972).

Product Design

A total of 3311 training hours is required to complete the RIMS

instructional system. Training is
.

conducted in sivcfciftiii-ieiting.

The instructional strategy calls for one 2711-hour workshop and two'

three-hour followup sessions held six and twelve weeks subsequent to

treping.
1

t N

The RUES instructional system is composed of 16 sequential and

cumulaiivi subsets of training units. The participants manual is

arranged in accordance with this sequence. The developers of RUPS warn

against identifying and isolating specific activities and concepts from

the system since it should result in the loss of certain features.built

into the system for the expressed purpose of reinforcing previously

learned knowledge and effecting an integration of that knowledge with

new knowledge. For this reason, the system's developers emphasize its

cumulative and sequential nature and caution against any deviation from

the prescribed instructional strategy:

The time allotted for the fompletion of each unit varies; the

average time is approximately two hours per unit. Each training unit

19
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begins with a statement of the subset's purpose and objectives. 'There

is then an agenda or list of steps the participants will go through to

complete the unit. The information in each subset is conveyed through

the use of concept papers, activities, and group exercises.

At the beginning of the workshop, the leader distributes a set' of

materials to each participant. The materials include a booklet on data

gathering instruments (Fox, Luszki and Schmuck, 1966) and the training

manual which contains all the handouts with the exception of those .

concerned with the simulation. These latter handouts are'removed from

each, manual and are distributed by the leader at the appropriate times

indicated in the leader's instructional strategy. (The leader's manual

differs from the trainees' manual anlylin that the leader's manual

includes an instructional strategy ,for each titer.)

The instructional strategy is very specific concerning the leader's

role in the training. The workshop leader is responsible for giving

directions,' passing out materials, presenting charts, reviewing the.

agent; of .each subset and clarifying instructions. The leader operates

a tape recorder in the early ;raining units, times the exercises and

occasionally leads a group discussion concerning the progress of the

workshop. The design of the instructional system does not call for the

workshop.leader to be an expert in either the RUPSprocess or teamwork

skills. The instructional strategy does not include any activities

where the leader directly instructs the participants in.theskills they

are learning. Instruction is provided by the interaction of the

participants with each other in the exercises.

The instructional strategylor each training unit is in the

leader's manual. It includes a listing of the steps and the materials

needed for each, the approximate amount of time each step should'take

12
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to be completed, and detailed directions for the participants. To aid

the-leader's preparation, there is additional information concern/BB

the specific intent of each activity and steps within each subset.

This includes a statement of purpose for the subset, the objectives,

the rationale for the inclusion °reach step as it is found in the

design, and a list of all materials, for the subset.

COntinuous active participation is effected during the workshop

through the use of the simulation described earlier. The simulation

is geaied primarily to teachers at the eledentary school level and

experience. The entire design emphasizes participant practice with

skills of the 5-step RUPS problem solving process.

Developmental History of RUPS

The original-prototype for RUPS was created over a 3 -year period

between 1966 and 1969. Many of the basic concepts in RUPS were derived

from earlier work of Kurt Lewin which were then transmitted by

Ronald Lippitt to the senior developer, Charles Jung. Mark Chesler

and Robert.Fox at the Center for Research on the Utilization of

Scientific Knowledge of the Institute for Social Research,` University

of Michigan, provided important contributions to the development of the

instructional system by exploring the-assumptions of this training

design. Much of,the interpersonal content of the system and generalize-
9

tions underlying the design were derived from the work of the Cooperative

Project for Educational Dektelopment (COPED) of'the National Training

Laboratories.

The first attempt to implement acomplete design of the NIPS

instructional system was made in collaboration with the National Board

of Education of the Methodist Church. The next opportunity to further

21 13



develop the system came in connection with the COPED project. Funding

was provided by the Research Training Branch of the United States Office

---------- -------------
of.Educatione Training during this stage was conducted with the Brooklyn,

-_

Jackson, Levonia, and Detroit public school districts of Michigan.

In 1968, the National Association of Classroom Teachers (ACT)

supported the testing of the instructional system at three successive

annual conventions. It was at this time that the 'Mrs. Jones" simula-

tion was introduced into the training design. An attempt also was made Ilk*

to further explicate the system through an analysis of the objectives

of the training. This study was conducted by Rena Pino under the

supervision of Robert and Elizabeth Corrigan. The Corrigans conducted

__a_major-field-evaluetiOn-of-RVPS'as part-of-an-ESEA-Title-ill-project

in the Atascadero, California, public schools.

On the basis of their experiences with the RIPS instructional systems

in the contexts described above, the developers decided to make several

revisions in the training materials. Several of the concept papers

were rewritten, the roleof group dynamics in the training was emphasized,

and the section on the backhome'Improvement project was added.

The final revisions of the materials Were accomplished in 1970 by a

cooperative venture involving Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory,

National Education Association, Oregon Education AStOcistion, Washington

Education Association and Central Washington State College. The resulting

product was entitled Research Utilizing Problem Solving: Classroom

Version. A companion edition for administrators wes entitled Research

Utilizing Problem Solving: ,Administrator's Version.' A field test for

this NIPS version was conducted in 1971. These results have been reported

in Technical Report No.-7: Research Utilising Problem Solving (Butner')

Jung and Rothlind, 1972).

14
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CHAPTER TWO: "DESIGN OF THE IMPACT STUDY

The purpose of this chapter is to summarize the evalution design

for the RAPS outcome evaluation/impact study. Implementation decisions

concerning the design of the RAPS impact study were influenced by a'

variety of situational constraints. As a result, the evaluation design

as it was implemented differs from the design proposed for this impact

study.

There are four sections in this chapter. The major evaluation

questions are given in Section I. Section II discusses the instruments.

used in this study. The subjects. of the study are deicribed in

Section III, and the procedures 14,0d in carryimout'the impact study

will be discussed in Section IV.

Evaluation Questions

This section lists the major long-term and short-term outcome
4 -

questions to be addressed in this report. The focus of these questions

is on participant satisfaction, use and subsequent effects of the

knowledge and skills learned by participants in RAPS rather than on-the

mere acquisition of knowledge and skills. The questions have evolved

from discussions with program developers about their intent for the

RAPS instructional system and from analysis by program evaluators of

what would provide rigorous, yet reasonable, tests of the system.

It is assumed that all of these questions, which have been sorted

into two categories in Table 1, will be of interest to both developers

and potential users of the instructional system. The sources of

information and the data collection methods are identified in Table 1;

on the right side of the page the procedures for analyzing and reporting

information for each evaluation question are designated.
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Table 1

,Evaluation 'Questions for the RUPS Impact Study

. .

Questions
.

Information

Data
Collection
Machado

Analysis end
Reporting
Procedures

Questions Related to the Quality and

.

s
.

.

Accop:ability of the Content, Strategies,
andAmerial, for :he Instructional System

Do traiases repdrt Postelection with the RUPS 'closttreining Descriptive
content, etretegiee and metetielsof the , Trainees Questionnaire Summary
RUPS instructional system?

.
.

-Do these perceptions persistover s Followup Deectiptive
3-month period?

.
.

Questionnaire Summary,
t-Teets

.

Do trainees petcsive the training ledWIPS ROM PoeCtraining Descriptive
as being useful and appliceble to their
work? . )

.

Trainees Questionnaire Summary

Do these procedures persist over a Followup Descriptive
3-month period? Questionnaire Summary,

t-Tanta v
1 '

Whet are the side effects that result from
the use of the system? .

.

Observers,
Evaluators,
Users

Informal
Observations,

Weekly Log

.Summary of
Findings

Doss RUM' compere advantaneously to ERIC Literstura. Summary of
cimpetitive ways7of meeting the fame

.

outclis objectives? ,

Search Findings

. .

Questions Estated to coffg-Ramg. Training

Meats
.

Attitudinel Effects) .

- .

Do trainees' perceptions of their working RUM 1Posttreining t -Tests

understanding of the materiel thongs over Trellises end Followup

..) s 3-month period? ,

Do POPS testes's change in their PUPS

Questionnaires

Problem t -Tests '

orientations towstd problem solving? Treinee'd Solving
) Orientation

Questionnaire

Do RUPS misses become mots able to RUPS Problem Poch Analysis
identify problems that need emotion and
were willing to screed to pgobles solving
in a systematic my then do soothers who
have not received training?

.

Trainees,
Cowper's**
Group

.

Salvias
Orientation ,
Questionnaire

- Behaviors! Effects)
. ,

Do RUM mines* discuss their problem
)

RIMS Weekly Log Descriptive
solving knowledge and skills in their
local *shoots?

'

Trebles,

$

Summary

Do PUPS minces use their problem eat/PS Weekly Log Descriptive

solving knowledge and skills In their - Troia**. Summary

local schools? . -

Impact on Secondary Groups: .

Does RUPS training result in changes in RUPS School . t -Tests

cleseroom chaste? Treiness Activities
,

Do RUPS trainees involve their students Students of

Questionnaire

z.,

School path Analysis
in problem solving activities urn than PUPS Activities
do webers who have not received training?

')

Trainees,
Students of

Questionnaire * .

Comparison .

-, Group
Teachers
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The pattern of relationships among outcome measures is addressed

through the technique of path analysis (Spaeth, 1975). Evaluating the

impact of teacher training on students often requires the definitionof

a sequence of outcome measures which allow the training activities to

be linked with studint outcomes. When there are well defined student

objectives; evaluating,the impact of teacher training is straightforward.

If student objectives are missing, as they were for RUPS, evalua-

tors must use what information is available to infer a sequence of

training effects. Such an inferred sequence of effectObears a strong

resemblance to model building. It follows that evaluating the evaluators'

model becomes a significant aspect of the study.

Path analysis is an analytic technique-Useful in explicating the

evaluators' assumptions and in empirically evaluating its efficacy.

It also has potential for formative evaluation as it may help identify

"weak links" in the chain of effects expected to.result from training:

It was for these reasons that path analysis was used in the present

evaluation 'study.

instrumentation

The formats and purposes of the instruments used for the collection

of data will be discussed in this section. All'questionnaires with the

exception of the School Activities Questionnaire (SAQ) were administered

and explained by the evaluator observing the workshop. Sample copies of

all instruments can be found in Appendix B.

Background Questionnaire. This instrument was developed by

evaluation staff of the Improving Teaching Competencies Program to

assess various demographic and attitudinal variables of participants.

The variables under consideration were: age, sex, employment position,

25
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educational backgrOnd, previous workshop experience, expectations for

the workshop, and reasons for attending the workshop. Responses were

written directly on the questionnaire and were later processed by

trained coders.

Problem Solving Orientation Questionnaire (PSOQ). This instrument

was designed as a paper-and-pencil self-report measure of the orienta- .

tion of teachers toward problem solving. In the questionnaire

respondents are presented with a variety of realistic problem situations

and asked to estimate the probability of their behaving or reacting in a

manner consistent with the view of problem solving advocated through

RUPS training. Responses to items are made'on a 5-point multiple-choice

scale identical to that in the following sample item:

Suppose something has gone wrong in your school- -
,something that affects everyone and has everyone
upset. What 'are the chances that you would remain
quiet and wait for others to analyze the problem?

1. Almost none (less thaw:: 10'percent chance)
2. Maybe (about a 25 percent chance)
3. Possibly (about a'50 percent chance)
4. Almost always (about a 75 percent chance)
5. Definitely (greater than a90 percent chance)

The items from the PSOQ.were categorized according to two classifi-
#2:.

cation schemes determined by the content of the situation presented in
A

the item stein. The first classification idheme divides the C.aations
S

described in the PSOQ into two categories: (a) situations dealing

4iimaiily with interpersonal relationships, and (b). situations dealing

primarily with task accomplishments.

The second classification scheme also divides the situations

desdribed in the PSOQ into, two categories: (a) situations relited to

.classroom problem solving activities., And (b) situations related to'

18
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nonclassroom problem solving activities. Scores for each set of items

were the sum of the responses to each item within that category.

two developers of the WS instructional system and four evalUators

who had never received BVPS traininewefe instrumental in assigning the

items to the categogies described above. Each developer and evalOator

received a complete PSOQ, with each item printed'on an index card.

They were instructed to work indeper4inily and assign items dealing

with task accomplishment or interpersonal relationships. Items which
4

ueters-eed-deve-l-epees-eeeL-d not unanimously assign to these

two o-categoriei were not scored. Of the thirty-one itemsln-the P§OQ,

only two were elliinated ,because of lack of unanimity. Twelve items -

were classified as'tasks and seventeen as interpersonal relationships.

The same procedure of sorting cards was followed for the classroom

and iondiassroom.categOries. -Twelve items wer,epltced in theolassroom
A 4

situction category, seventeen items were placed in the nonclassroom
.

situation category, and two items were deleted due to lack of unanimity.

Data from a lample of 87 teachers who responded to the PSOQ were

used to calculate Split-half reliabilities,.which were corrected with

. the Spetrmtn Brown Prophecy formula. These 87 teachers were either

participants in /VMS, participants in two other NWREL wqrkshops, or

members of the control group used in the present' study. Their pretest

data were used to calculate the split half reliabilities.

A
additionI 4the split half reliabilities,, test-retest reliabili-

ties were computed with the same group of 87 teachers. Since the test-

retest reliabilities were based upon pretest and posttest administrations

designed to assess training effects, the test-retest reliabilities shIuld

be interpreted as conservative estimates of stability. Table 2 includes

both the'split half and test-retest reliability estimates.
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/
4 Table 2

Reliabilities of PSOQ Scales

PSQQ Scale Split Half :" Test-Retest

Task Accomplishment

Interpersonal Relationships

Classroom Situation

Nonclassroom Situation

Total: Score

.71

.37

.60

.38

.61

.44

.61

.44

.59

The task accomplishient and classroom situation scales were more

'reliable than the:interperSonal relationships scale or the nonclassroom

situation scale. The former two scales are more useful for evaluation

Purposes. The test-retest reliability for the'total.score on the PSOQ

shows moderate stability for an instrument of this type.

Since items appeared in more than one scale across classification

,schemes (but not within classification schemes), it is only appropriate

to examine scale intercorrelations within classification schemes. The

Pearson product moment correlatiOn between the task accomplishment and

interpersonal relationships scale was .55 for the pretest data and .54

for he posttest,data. The classroom situation scale and the nonclass-

room situation scale were intercorrelated .32 on the pretest and .34 for

the posttest. These correlations are statistically' significant at the

.05 level or greater, It is noteworthy that the pretest intercorrela-

0

tions and posttest intercorrelations between the two scales in each

classification scheme were ilmost identical. FurtherA.nformation on the

psychometric properties of the PSOQ is presented in Appendix C.

School Activities Questionnaire (SAQ). The SAQ is a multiple- choice

questionnaire designed to measure various aspects of classroom climate.

20
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The SAQ used in this evaluation study was based upon the Student

Activities Questionnaire, an instrument under development by the

Institute for Behavioral Research in C.eativity, (Ellison, Callner and

Fox, 1972). It. was composed of four of the original eight subscales.

Four subscales were chosen as being most sensitive to the problem solving

behaviors of the teacher, based on information of how past trainees had

used the training in their classroom. The subscales were: (a) reinforce-

ment of self-concept, (b) individualization of instruction, (c) democratic

classroom control, and (4-Elassroom participation.

The following is a description of the subscales and scores used

in the SAQ. The items in each subscale were keyed on an a priori

judgmental basis directed toward the critical concept behind.each sub-
4

scale. The score for each subscale is a total of all item scores In

that subscale.

1. Reinforcement of Self-Concept. This score measures the

student's perception of the amount of positive feedback received

by the student, either through personal contact or structured

/

class activities. It is also a measure of the student's feelings

concerning the feedback. Students with high scores in this-al

indicate that their teacher frequently,,telkt-to..theth/Adividually ,

about their work, offers encouragement for'diffiCai task nd

gives frequent positive feedback for goo'd perlormencet. _These_
.

students also report that they feel encouraied''whetiihey receive

feedback and consequently develop pride intheir school work. In

addition to positive teacher contact, students also'report that they

have frequent class activities where, they have the Oportdnitito

give each other feedback regarding good work.

L.
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2. Individualization'of Instruction. This score measures the

extent that students perceive their teacher::: as sensitive to their

own individual needs, progress, and goals. High scores in this area

reflect students who talk privately with their teachers about them-

selves and their school work and report that their teachers are
4

sensitive to their strengths and weaknesses and the kinds of

activities they enjoy. They further indicate that the difficulty

leVel of their classwork*is neither too hard nor too easy and that

activities are most often individualized to meet the needs and

' abilities of each student.

22'

3. Democratic Classroom Control. This score is a measure of

student input into classroom decision making, planning of individual

activities and enforcement of rules. Students with high scores in

this area report that they are allowed frequent input throUgh

discussions and planning activities and that such decisions are

made through the joint effort of 'teacher and students. They.also

indicate that their teacher will permit a noisy classroom during

many activities and stresses student participation rather than

authoritarian control.

4. Classroom Participation. This score measures student

participation in classroom activities. The individual items in

the score involve frequency of classroom discussions, number Of

Students that typically participate,' and opportunities for parti-
, 10

cipation in the classroom. High scores in this area indicate

frequent class discussions and activities' where many students-are

called upon or given ,the opportunity to speak. They also indicate

that students have the opportunity to work with a variety of other

30
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students on group projects and are often given the opportunity ,

to teach each other.

5. Climate Composite. This score was an unweighted sum of

the four scales of the SAQ., Reliabilities for the four SAQscales

and the climate composite were calculated on data collected in the

-present investigation by two techniques. The intraclass correla-

tion (Haggard, 1958) which is a 'simultaneous measure of within

classroom agreement and, between classroom variability was used as

the first measure of reliability. These reliabilities are shown

in Table 3. The intraclass correlation coefficient is a functiod

Table 3

" Reliabilities of SAQ Scales

SAQ'Scale Test -Retesta

IntraclaiP Correlations

pre b Postc

Reinforcement of
Self-Concept

.28* .36**

Democratic Classroom .45** .79** .72**

Control

Individualization of .12 .21 .33**

Instruction

Classroom ParticipatiOn .59** .72** .58**

Climate Composite .42** .57** .49*k

aNumber of classrooms = 73, number of students = 1213.

Number of classrooms = 84, number of students = 1499:
cNumber of clasdrooms = 73, number of.students = 1213.
*p < .05.

**p < .01.

of within group and between group variation of student responses

and constitutes a measure of consistency or reliability. As such,

it is a measure of reliability using the classroom'as the unit of

analysis. Intraclass correlations were computed for both the,.
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pratraining data and the post.training data. The second reliability

estimate used was a standard test-retest reliability. As is true

for the PSOQ reliabilities disdussed above, these test-retest

reliabilities must be considered as conservative estimates because

of the intervening treatment. SAQ reliabilities estimated are

-
presented in Table 3. An intercorrelation matrix including the four

scales and the climate composite from the SAQ and 13 other climate

scales used in the evaluation oklaproving Teaching Competencies

Program workshops is presinted in Appendix D.

osttraining Questionnaire. The,purpose of this questionnaire was

to, assess participants' perceptions of their learning experience. Items

were grouped to measure specific areas. These areas related to :(a) judg-

ments about the success of the workshop in achieving its goals, (b) self-

report of understanding of conceptual materials and acquisition of skills,

and (c) feelings about the usefulness of the
0
workshop for self and others.

P

Part I of the questionnaire is composed of statements concerning

the success of the workshop in meeting its goals. Participants

responded on i 5-point rating scale ranging from 1 ("not at all

successful").to 5 ("completely successful").

Part II consisted of a list of activities and skills. Participants

were asked to rate their "working understandingt-of those skills on a

4-point scale. The scale range was:

1
I don't understand
the concept and
could not apply
the skills

2

I don't understand
the concept but
could apply the

skills-

3 4
I understand the
concept but could

not apply the
skiLis

I understand the
concept and could
apply the skills

Questions concerning the satisfaction of the participants. with the

workshop and their perceptions of its usefulness were posed in Fart III.

Participants responded or. a 5-point scale.

24
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The Problem Statement. One of the activities of the RUPS workshop

is the planning of a "backhome" RUPS'project. Using the RAPS model,

participants composed problem statements., These statements described

the project or problems that participants anticipated undertaking in

their local school settings. Statements were collected from all

participants for use in this evaluation.

The Weekly Loa. The Weekly Log is an instrument of self-report of

problem solving activities. With this instrument each trainee indicated

weekly the number of times he or she had engaged in various problem

solving activities. The Weekly Log was composed of; two forms. Form 1

included A list of fourteen behaviors or activities specified in RUPS

training. Participants were asked to estimate the frequency with which

they engaged in these problem solving activities during tIlt preceding

week. This form of the Weekly Log was intended:to be completed and

returned in an- enclosed self - addressed, stamped envelope..everrradat [
)

for nine weeks, Octobef 25 through December 20.

Form 2 of the Weekly Log was concerned,with the nature of the

problems the participants had been working on during the preceding

two weeks. Every problem worked on required an additionil Form 2

since a participant may have worked on several problims during a two -

week period. This form also included questions concerning the progress

.individuals had made on their problems and the difficulties or successes

they had encountered. Form 2 was submitted together with Form 1 of the

Weekly Log every other week.
4

Followup Questionnaire. The Followup,Questionnaire was a modified

version of the Posttraining Questionnaire. It covered the same three

areas, but from the viewpoint of now that three months have passed
44

since you received RUES training, how do you feel about . . ." Alle T
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but one of the questions were multiple-choice options; responses were

recorded on an additional optical scanning data aheet. One open-ended

question was asked concerning the participants' perceptions of the

usefulness of the RUPS training.

Subjects of the Study

RUPS Treatment Group. The target population for the RUPS instruc-'

tional system is primarily teachers, and recruitment efforts for this

study focused on this group. All fourth, fifth, and:aixth grade teachers

from each of the two test areas were invited to participate in the RUPS

workshop. These teachers were offered free materials, training, and

paid tuition for three hours of graduate credit in return for their

cooperation in providing data and information relevant to the evaluation.

Specifically, participants were asked to agree to:

1. Attend every session in its entirety

26: Participate in data collection during the workshop

3. Alloy approximately 30 minutes for the collection of
information from students in classrooms

4. Keep a weekly log of problem solving activities for three
months following the training

It was originally anticipated that one major test site, Tacoma,

Washington, would be used for the RUPS impact study. Due to a teachers'

strike in mid-September, however, the Tacoma school district decided

OD withdrawfrom the study. As a consequence, it became necessary to

look elsewhere for subjects to participate in this study.

As part of the general recruitment effort in Tacoma, recruitment

procedures had already been initiated in several school districts south

of Tacoma. A number of subjects from these districts had signed up to

participate in the RUPS workshop prior to the withdrawal of the Tacoma

26
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school district. When the Tacoma districts withdrew from the study, the

decision was made to use the subjects from the districts south of. Tacoma

and to recruit subjects from Wsecond major site in Seattle.

Based upon considerations of the distance between the two test sites

and the difficulties in commuting to and from the sites, arrangements were

u made to conduct workshops at both sites; one workshop was conducted in

Tacoma for the participants from the districts south of Tacoma, and a

seconi workshop was conducted in Bellevue for the participants from the

Seattle area. The combined results oeboth workshops were used in the

analysis of data and interpretation of the results.

Comparison Group. The original evlauation design called for a

,comparison group as well as an experimental group. The domparison group

was to have been randomly selected from those teachers who volunteered

for RUPS training. The physical distance between Oa two workshop sites

an0 the relatively small number of participants at each site mitigated
4.7,--.

against this, however. The decision was made to provide RUPS training
f

. '.

for: 11, at each site and explore alternative means of
i

providing comparative data.

An evaluation study involving two other experimental groups and a

control group was scheduled to be conducted in the Seattle area two weeks

before the RUPS workshop. Two groups were to receive training in the

Interpersonal Influence (INF) and the Group Process Skills (GM instruc-

%

tional systems, whic are two other instructional systems developed by

.

the Improving Teaching Competencies Program of NWRE[.. The third group

\

Was a nontreatment control group which was to receive training in the

\,Interpersonal Influence instructional system the following Spring.

The target populatiOns for the GPS and INF instructional systems

are also primarily teachers. Recruitment procedures for these groups

35
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were the same as those for the WS groups. Subjects for the GPS47INF

and nontreatment control group' Were recruited from all, fourth, fifth
44

and sixth .grade teachers in the Seattle area. For these reasons teachers

who were members of the nontreatment control group also served as the

comparison group for the evaluation of RUPS.

It was felt that comparison of test results from this group with

the RIPS group would provide useful information, particularly in

addressing questions directly related to the issue of impact of training.

For this reason and for reaso o it

was'considered feasible to use the nontreatment group as the coMparison,

group for the RUPS instructional system.

groupSizes. The total number of participants in. both the treat -

.ment group and the comparison group is shown in Table 4. Table 4 also

provides a breakdown of the total group into individual workshop groups.

Table.4

Treatment and Comparison Group Sites

Treatment Group - N Comparison Group N

RUPS: Tacoma 17 Control 24

RUPS: Bellevue 21
.

,Total 38
.

Description of Treatment and Comparison Group. Both groups.com-
,

pletea a Background Questionnaire. Information collected included sex,

age, occupation, years of teaching experience and education of the

participant. Additional participant information concerning previous

NUREL workshop experience and reasons for attending the workshop was

also obtained. The responses of both the comparison group and the HIPS

treatment grOup on all background variables are summarized in Table 5.
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Table 5

Distribution of Participant Characteristics by Group

.
Charactiristic

MPS Treatment
Group

,

Control Group

Percentage N Percentage N

Sex:

Male .-

34.2 13 41.7 10
Female

.

63.1 24 58.3 14

No response . 2,6 1 0 0
.

.

Age: .

Under 25 2.6 1 .4.2 1

25 -3.4 47.4 18 41.6 10
35-44

..

44-64
18.4
18.4

7

7

12.5 - 3

20.0-----5-
55-64 '.5.3 2 46.7 4

64 and over 0 d 0 0
No response 4.9 3 4.2 4..

Occupation:
Elementary School Teacher 100.0 38 91.7 22

No response 0 0 8.3 2

Years Teacher Experience:

0 Y 2.6 1 4.2 1

1-3 13r2 5 4.2 1

4-6 18.4 7 12.5 3

7-10 15.8 6 25.0 6

11 or more 50.0 19 50.0 12

No response , 0 0 4.2 1

Highest Degree Obtained:
EA a . 73.7 28 58.3' 14

MA 18.,4 7 37.5 9

Ph.D. 0 0 0 0

No response 7.9 3 4.2 1

Number of Previous NWREL Workshop Experiences:
0' . 73.7 28 79.1 19

1 23.7 9 0 0

2 2.6 . 1 4.2 1

3

lessons for Workshop Attendance:

0 0 16.7 4

Satisfies a requirement or gives credit . 63.2 24 54.2 13

Others were attending 2.6 1 8.3 2

Superiors suggested I go 5.3 2 8.3 2

Superiors gave me the opportunity 7.9 3 4.2 1

I was selected to attend 23.7 9 20.8 5

Attendance was paid for 52.6 20 33.3 8

I really wanted to learn 73.7 28 50.0 12

I had a particular problem 15.8' 6 4.2 1

I heard . .. 10.5 4 25.0 6

Other :., 23.7 9 29.2 7
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The proportionate distributions of responses for both groups are

essentially similar. There were more females than males in each group.

The average age of the RUPS participants was approximately the same as

the average age of participants in the comparison group.' The RUPS

group had fewer years teaching experience as well as proportionately

less people with master's degrees. Proportionately more people in RUPS

had attended one or more NWREL workshops than in the comparison group,

but more people in the comparison group had attended two or more NWREL

workshops. The resstotheitem"Reasonsesofthe,ttujoi_7

Workshop Attendance" indicated that the three reasons most often given

by both groups for attending the NWREL workshops are:

1. I really wanted to learn

2. Satisfies a requirement or gives credit

3. Attendance was paid for

In general, the participants' responses in both the RUPS and comparison

group were. similar for most of the variables under consideration.

Procedures

Data Collection Procedures and Schedule: IMPS Treatment Group.

The RUPS workshops wereheld on two consecutive weekends with two

followup sessions six and twelVe weeks later. The meetings were

scheduled as follows:

October 11

October 12, 13

October 18

30

October 19, 20

6:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.

8:10 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

6:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.

8:30 a.m.,to 5:00 p.m.

December 7 and 9:00 aim. to 12:00 noon
January 18

1'

,
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The schedule for dita collection was prepared prior to the

workshop, based on- previous evaluation work conducted by NWREL. All

the data collected from participants were from paper-and-pencil,

,questionnaires. An evaluator was present at each of the workshops

and followup,sessions to observe and document deviations from prescribed

training designs, thedegree of participant involvement, overall work-

shop climate and any apparent side effects: The data collection

schedule is presented in Table 6.

At-the firse WOrinfhtirr1 litra11 , WEJ.C1,pants were assigned identi-
.

fication ziumbers in order to insure confidentiality of responses. All

data were identified and coded strictly on the basis of these ID

numbers. At thpt meeting, prior to any training of the,participants,

two questionnaires were administered -rthe Background"QuestIonnaire and

the Problem Solving_Orientation Questionnaire (SOQ).

After participants completed the preliminary instruments, the

workshop trainer introduced the materials. The prescribed training

strategy as outlined in the trainer's manual was followed in the

scheduling and presentation of materials for the entire weekend.

. Participants worked alone or in small groups of three to six.

On OCtober 14, at the end of the first, weekend of training,

participants received a set of School Activities Questionnaires (SAQ) to
4

be administered to their classes during the following week (October 14

through 18). Participants who had volunteered for WS training had

been asked to arrange for a member of their school's' professional or

. support staff to administer the questionnaire; teachers were cautioned

not to be in the room when the questionnaire was administered as it was

felt their presence might influence responses. Confidentiality of
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Table 6

Data Collection Schedule

Instrument

,

Administration
Dates

.

Groups Collected From

Data Field RUPS GPS INF Control

Background
Questionnaire

RVPS ,

Preworkshop
Demographic and attitudinal
values

X X X,, X

Oct.11
Comparison .

.

Preworkshop
Sept. 27

.

Problem
Solving
Orientation

PPS
Pretest
Oct. 11

Orientation of participants
towards problem solving

X X X X

Questionnaire Posttest
el 06E722

I

Comparison
Pretest
Oct. 6

Posttest

,

Jan. 30

School
Activities
Questionnaire

RUPS
Pretest
Oct. 14-18

Administered to the classes
of participants to measure
students' perceptions of

X X X X

(SAO . Posttest
Jan. 20-24

their teacher's problem
solving activities

Comparison
Pretest
Sept. 27
Posttest
Nov. 29

Poittraining
Questionnaire

RUPS.
,Postworkshop
Oct. 20

Assessment of learning
experience, attitudes
towards workshop and
expected utilization of
skills

X
e

Problem RUES Statement of participants

Statement Postworkshop "backhame RUPS project
Oct. 20

Weekly Log RUPS
Postworkshop
and nine
weeks
Oct. 25-

Frequency counts of problem
solving activities and
statements concerning the
nature of the problem being
worked on

E1c. 20
.

Followup
Questionnaire

RUPS
Jan. 18

Assessment of learning
experience and participants'
perceptions of positive and
negative features of
workshop
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responses was maintained as students were not required to sign. their

names and teachers were requested not to lqok at the response sheets.

All questionnaires and answer sheets were then returned in a self -

addressed, stamped envelope to NWREL where they were.coded by the

4 teacher's identification number.

secondsecond weekend of training started on schedule. The strategy

and training instructions presented in the trainer's manual were

followed with some minor changes in response to individual and group

needs and concerns.

On October 20, at the conclusion of the second weekend of training,_

participants completed the Posttraining Questionnaire and composed

.problem statements concerning their "backhome" RUPS project, These

statements were collected by the evaluators at the workshops. 'Partici-

pants also received copies of the Weekly Log forms and instructions for

their completion. Weekly Logs were completed and returned to NWREL in

enclosed self- addressed, stamped envelopes every Friday for nine weeks,

October 25 through December 20.

0

The followup sessions were designed to reinforce use orikiIis

and problem solving techniques learned during RUPS training. Partici-

pants reported progress made on their backhome MPS prof is to their

training groups and together brainstormed post:Able solutions. At both

followup sessions the trainers ollowed the strategies and schedules

prescribed by the trainer' nual with minor changes to allow for

expression of individual needs and concerns. Observers ere present

at the sessions to record deviations' from the prescribed training and

any apparent side effects. No further data were gathered at the first

followup session.
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At the conclusion of the second followup workshop on January 18,

the Followup Questionnaire was administered and the PSOQ was readmim-

istered. Participants also received a second complete sec of the SAQ

to be administered to their classes during the following week, January 20

through 24. The same procedures were followed in the administration of

the posttest SAQ as were followed in administering the Pretest.

Data Collection Procedures and Schedule: Comparison Group. The

data collection schedule for the comparison group is also presented in

Table 6, page 32. The nontreatment control group. met once on September 27

for an orientation meeting. All participants completed Background

Questionnaires on September 27.

It was prior to the first meeting that the NWREL evaluation staff

was notified of Tacomars decision to withdraw from the RUPS impact study.

Arrangements, were thinediately made for the control group to provide the

'necessary comparative data. The PSOQ was mailed to the comparison group

during the weekof October 6.

The GPS, INF and nontreatment groups were involved in a study that

-__4mrieded 'the sdministration_of_a_classroom-mlimate-inventory-to-the

participants' classes. The.clidate inventory was composed'of a series

of subscales, including the subscales of the SAQ used in the RUPS impact

study; student responses to these particular subscales provided the

comparative data for the RUPS study. Participants in the three groups

received sets of climate inventories on September 27. It had been

previously arranged that a member of the school's professional or support

staff would administer the inventories. The inventories were returned

in enclosed,self -addressed envelopes by approximately October 11. This

process was repeated on November 29 when complete sets of climate

1"
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inventories were mailed to all participants in this study. Adminis-

tration procedures were the same and questionnaires were again returned

in enclosed self-addressed envelopes by approximately December 20.

On January 3, the PSOQ was mailed to the participants_ in thejW____

and INF workshops as well amembers of the nontreatment group.

Ninety-five percent of the questionnaires were returned by the end of

January.
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CHAPTER THREE: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The purpose of this chapter is to report the data that were

collected in this study and to di cuss this evidence from the perspec-,,

. ,

tive of the evaluation
1

L
questions . or the RUPS instructional system.

, .

This chapter is organized by aval
l'
tion question. The relevant

..

data,
.

c 1

analyses, and results are reportedi and discussed for each question. t

. . 1

Evaluation'Questions Related to the Quaiity and Acceptability of the
Content", Strategies, and Materials of the instructional System

Do RUPS trainees report satisfaction with the training
provided by the RUPS instructional system?

The relevant data for this question come from the Posttraining

Questionnaire administered at the conclusion of the workshop. These

results are presented in Table-/.

Sixty-five percept of the participants indicated they felt the

workshop was successful in presenting clearly understandable definitions

and descriptions of problem solving, and fifty-seven percent judged the
.4!

aBrkihdp anTdiatfurin providing clear Information-concerning the

~'
s 4..

directions and rationales for the different sessions. f:Te majority of

participants rated the workshop as successful in demanding original

thinking (83 percent); offering new insights, new ways 'Of viewing old'

problems (84 percent) and helping them understand therole and

possibility of problem solving in schools (87 percent). Prom results

such as these it is inferred that the participants in the SUPS workshop

mere very satisfied with the content and structure of. the training.

46eventy-three percent of the participants summed up the4

experience in the MPS workshop as positive; the same proportion of

1"
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-Table 7

Poittraining Questionnaire
Satisfaction

4,

Questions a

.

Scale Range . Totals

Neil

1 2

Neut
3 4

POs'

5

,

1 SD

_...,

N
r

Now successful do you feel the workshop
was in

c

s,

.. .

1. Providing clear information n 1 1 14 18 3 3.57 .80 37

concerning directions and 2

rationales'for the different
sessions?

2.7 2.7 37.8 48:6 8.1

,

2. pilfering new insights, new n 1 1
.

3 19 .13 4.14

.

.89 -37

ways of viewing old problems? 2 2.7 2.7 8.1 51.4 31.1
,

k
3. Addressing what you thought n 4 0 13 15 5 3.46 1.10 37

s
were Importsnt issues/vital 2

concerns?
10.8 0 35.1 40.5 13.5

4. Demanding original thinking n I 0 5 23 7 3.97 .97 36
on your part? 2 2.7 0 13.9 63.9 19.4

5. Presenting clearly under- n 1 2 10 19 5 3.68 .88 37

standabls definitions and 2
descriptions Of problem
solving?

2.7 6.4 27.0 51.4 13.5

6. Helping you understand the n 0 2 4 20 11 4.08 .98 37

role andpossibility of X 0 5.4 10.8 54.1 29.7
problem solving in schools?

.

7. Maintaining your interest n 3 2 ,9-' 20 3 3.49 1.02 37

throughout the workshop? 2 8.1 5.4 24.3 54.1 8.1
. .

24. Meeting yout expectations n 2 1 11 16 6 2.36 .99 36

about what you pirsonally 2 5.5 2.8 30.6 44.4 16.7

wanted to get out of it?

Neg
a

Neut Pos
. 5 4 3 2 1 X SD N

25. How clearly did you under- n 2 1 5 18 10 2.08 1.03 36

stand the workshop's overall 2

objectives?

5.5 2.8 13.9 50.0 27.8

26. How successful do you feel n 0 3 9 16 8 2.19 .89 36

the workshop was iaachiev- 2
ing its overall objectives?

0 8.3 25.0 44.4 22.2

29. Now that the workshop is n 2 2 6 13 14 2.05 1.13 37

over, how would you sum up 2

the experience?
e

.5.4 5.4 16.2 35.1

.

37.8

.

30. Would yoU recommend this n 2 4 4 10 17 2.03 1.24 37

workshop to a friend whose 2
interests are like yours?

5.4 10.8 10.8 27.0 45.9

a
The scale range for itats25, 26, 29 and 30 is reversed; S indicates the most negative
score while 1 indicates the most positive score.
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--______participants-indicated--that- they would- recommend-BVPS-tOfriends with
4

similar interests. Seventy-eight percent of the participants responded

that they, understood the workshop's objectives, but somewhat fewer-

participants, sixty-seven percent, indicated they felt the workshop was

successful in meeting its overall objectives.

Participants' ratings of the workshop appear to decline slightly'
11

when participants are asked to respond on a personal level. Although

participants tended to rate the workshop positively on items from Which

action responses tend to be somewhat less positive

when participants make judgments on the basis of personal criteria.

Only 54 percent of the participants responded positively when asked to

rate the success of the workshop in addressing what they thought were

important issues/vital concerns; 624 percent rated positively the.

workshop's success in maintaining their interest. When aslsed if they

felt the workshop was successful in meeting their personal expectations,

61 percent of the participants responded positively.

These responses suggest there way be a relative dissatisfaction

concerning the personal relevance of the workshop, which in turn may

have affected the participants' rating of the workshop's success in

maintaining their interest and meeting personal expectations. The

average response for items reflecting personal feelings, particularly

questions 3, 7 and 24,'are somewhat lower than the scores of-the other

questions. Thus, assuming that satisfaction can be inferred from

ratings of general success, the overall satisfaction ratings at the

conclusion of the workshop are quite positive; all questions were

rated positively by 60 percent of the participants or greater. But

the results also suggest that if satisfaction were to be based solely
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on ratings of questioni soliciting personal opinions, the respondents

would still be generally satisfied but somewhat less ,enthusiastic..

Do these perceptions persist over a 3-month period?

Some of the questions in the Followup Questionnaire, which was

administered three months after the end of the workshop, could be

matched to questions in the Posttraining Questionnaire: The responses

to these matched questions were compared by means of uncorrelated t-tests.1

Table 8 contains the approprai4 Followup'Questionnaire data. T-values

for all items can be found in Appendix E.:

The t-values for the tests. performed on Items 33, 34, 40 and 43

4
were not significant. Thus, when questioned after a period of 3 months,

ri

BLIPS participants tended to maintain their perceptioni.of the Workshdp's

success'in addressing important issues and vital concerns, presenting a

clearly understandable description of problem solving, and achieving

its overall objectives. There was no change in'the percentage of

participants who responded that they would recommend the MPS workshop

to friendsand colleagues. The results indicated that after three

months there was no significant change in the satisfaction ratings of

WS participants on these variables.

The t-values for questions 32 (t72 = -2.06, p 4 .05) and 422

(t72 = 2.962, p < 05) indicated that theri was, respectively, a negative

change in the participants' perceptions of the workshop's success in

offering new insights and ways of viewing old problims, and significantly

fewer people summed up their workshop experience positively.

1The'rationale for using uncorrelated t-tests in similar situations is
discussed in McNemar; Psychological Statistics, 1962, p? 85.
2The scale range for Item 42 is reversed.
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Tible 8

-Pollowup Questions aive
Satisfaction

Scale Range

Questions

How successful do-you feel theiworkshop
was in

32. Offering new insights, new ways n
of viewing old problems? (2)a

33. Addressing important issues,
vital concerns? (3) X

34. Presenting a clearly under-
standable description of
problem solving? (5)

39. Compared to other workshops
you have attended, how
successful do you feel this
workshop was !mutating your
expectations about what you
personally wanted to get
out of it?

40. How successful do you feel ft

the workshop was in achieving
its overall objectives? (26)

42. Now that the workshop is
----over, how would you sum up

the experience? (29)

43. Would you recommend this
workshop to any of your .

friends or colleagues? (30)

44. In relation to your expendi-"
tura of time and/or money,.
how valuable has the work-
shop been to you?

n
X

Nig
1 2

Neut
3

Pos

5

1 3 12 12 9

2.7 8.1 32.4 32.4 24.3

2 5 13 16 1

5.4 13.5 35.1 43.2 2.7

3 2 11 15 6

8.1 5.4 29.7 40.5 16.2

Megb Neut Poi

Totals

SD N

3.68 1103 37

3'.24 193 37

3.51 ,I.10 37

c

5 4 3 2 1

3 6 3 18 2

8.1 16.2 21.6 48.6 5.4

1 4 10 21 1

2.7 10.8 27.0 56.8 2.7

1 15 16 12 2

--178-13.9

2 5 5 1A 11

5.4' 13.5 13.5 37.8 29.7

i 4 9 16 7.

2.7 10.8 24.3 43.2 18.9

X SD N

2.73 1.07 37

2.54 .84 37

2.75 .87 36 ,

2.27 1.19 37

2.35 2.01 37

8The numbers in parentheses indicate matching items from the Posttraining Questionnaire.
bThe scale range for items 39, 40, 42-444s reversed; 1 indicates the most positive

score while 5 indicates the most negative score.
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These results indicate that"the tendency for participants to respond

less positively when quettioned on a personal level is continued. The

workshop participants have, 'presumably, been using RUPS for three months.

Based on their experiences they have developed a more realistic under-

standing of RUPS, its strengths, and its limitations. But whereas

participants tend to respond less positively when judging the workshop

on personal criteria, their'attitudes about the training and quality of .

the materials have not changed.

Do trainees perceive the training in RUPS asbeing
useful and applicable to their work?

The information source for this question is the Post training

Questionnaire. The results are presented in Table 9. 'The majority of

the participants, 84 percent, responded that they felt the workshop was

successful in helpiflg them,understand theorole and possibilities of

problem solving in schools, and 81 percent rated the skills and. concepts

of MPS as useful. Fifty -seven percent responded that they planned to

-RUPS-at-an -integraI-psre-of-their-work.--Fromthese- results it is

inferred that, immediately after the workshop, participants tended to

perceive training in MPS as both useful and applicable to their work.1

This resat uas further illuminated ,by questions regarding the

applicability of RUPS to specific groups. A large proportion of parti-

cipants, ringing from 57 percent to 79 percent, saw RUPS as applicable

and useful in work with students, teachers and others,

49 percent, of the participants saw RUPS as useful and

work with superiors: This would suggest that whereas. the trainees could

but only half,

applicatole to

visualize the role and usefulness of RUPS training, skills and concepts

in dealing with students, teachers, and others, they were less sure of

42
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Table 9

Posttraining Questionnaire
Utilization and-Application

--,

Questions

Scale Range
.

-

Totals
------
Neg
1 2

Neut
3 4

Pos.
5 1 SD

,

N
.

How successful do you feel the workshop
was in':

.

6. Helping you understand the . n 0 2 4 20 11 4.08 .80 37

role and possibility of % .0 5.4 10.8 54.1 29.7 ,

problem solving in, schools? ,

-8. Providing useful skills and n 0 . 3 8 17 8 3.83 .88 36

concepts for working with
othdrs outside your profes-

% 0 8.3 22.2 47.2 22.2 C'

sional life?. ---.....,

9. Providing information with n 1 1 6 20 9 3.95 .88 37

practical application for
your work with.students?

X 2.7 2.7 16.2 54.1 24.3
r

10. Providing information with . n 2 0 14 20 1 3.49 .80 37

practical application for I 5.4 0 37.8 54.1 2.7

your work. with teachers?

11. Providing information with n 1 4 14 17 1 3.35 .82 37

practical application for
your work with superiors?

X 2.7 10.8 37.8 45.9 2.7

- Naga Newt Pos '

5 4 3 2 1 X SD N

.27. How useful do you feel the n 0 2 5 14 15 1.83 .88 36

skills and concepts you have
learned are in problem
solving?

I 0 5.5 13.9 38.9 41.7

28. In all-honesty, how much do n 1 2 13 21 0 2.54 .73 37

you plan to use the ideas,
skills, and/or materials
presented in this workshop

% 2.7 5.4 35.1 56.8 0

as an integral part of your
work? .

1The smite range for items 27 and 28 is reversed; 1 indicates the most positive score
while S indicates the most negative score.

its use and applicability (although the responses were still in a

positive direction) to their work with superiors. However, this,result

may be due to the fact that the NIPS materials are geared for classroom

use. Thus, it would seem reasonable that participants found it more
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useful in that setting. Since the relationship of WS to work with

superiors is less clear, it is quite possible that fewer people would

see its applicability.

Do these perceptions persist over a 3-month period?

The data sources are the matching items from the Posttraining

Questionnaire and the Followup Questionnaire. The results are presented

in Table 10. Uncorrelated t-testa were performed on all items in Table 8,

page 41. T6values are presented in Appendix E. Item 36 (t72 0 -2.10,

p < .05) was the only item found to have changed significantly, indicating

that there was a significant decrease of perceived success of the workshop

in providing information with practical applications for work with students.,

Table 10

Followup Questionnaire
Utilization and Application

Questions

Scale Range Totals
. .

Neg
1 2

,

Neut
3 4

Pos

5 7 SD N

Now successful do you feel the workshop
was in:

,

35. Providing useful s..., kills and n 2 6 9 14 6 3.43 1 12 37

concepts for working with 2
others outside your profes-
sional life? (8)8

5.4 16.2 24.3 37.8 16.2

36. Providing information with n 1 7 10 12 7 3.46 1.10 37

practical application for 2

your work with students? (9)

2.7 18.9 27.0 32.4 18.9

37. Providing information with n 2 4 8 17 6 3.57 1.07 37

practical application for %
your work with teachers? (10)

5.4 10.8 21.6 45.9 16.2
.

38. Providing information with n 2 5 16 12 2 3.19 .94 37

practical application for %

your' work with superiors?

5.4 134 43.2 32.4 5.4

(11)

°The numbers in parentheses indicate matching items from the Posttraining Questionnaire.
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In addition there was an open-ended question on the Followup Question- -

mire which asked, "Now that you have been away from the workshop for

three months, have you changed your opinion about how useful it was?"

A complete list of participant responses is provided in Appendix F.

These results indicate that RVPS trainees, when, questioned three

months after the workshop, did not change their positive perceptions

of the usefulness and applicability of RUPS training in relation to

work.with teachers, superiors and others. The tendency for participants

to be less sure (in comparison with their responses relating to teachers

and others) of the usefulness and possible applications of RUPS to work

with their superiors was continued. However, the participants' ratings

of the usefulness and.practicality of RUPS for wok with students

decreased although the responses remained positive. This change,

however, is not totally unexpected. In the three months since the

workshop, trainees have had the opportunity to use the RUPS process and

experiment with the skills and concepts in their classroom. The

participants' responses may reflect a more realistic understanding of.

RUPS process based on their classroom experiences with it. Participants

have apparentlylearned to adjust their expectations of the practical

application and usefulness of RUPS to the daily demands and limitations

of their work situations.

When questioned directly about their opinions of the usefulness of

the workshop,' 88 percent of the participants responded that their

opinions had not changed since the workshop. Their elaborations of

their responses to this open-ended question generally indicated

positive attitudes toward the RUES process and its components. This

measure of self report generally supports the results of the Followup
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Questionnaire items; opinions of the usefdlnees of RUPS generally did
A

not change, although participant dpinion about the usefulness of RUPS

for work tiith students did change.

What are the eignifioantei4e effects that result from
the use of the system?

.

The data sources for this question are the observations of the

evaluators/obsetvers who were present at each workshop site and the

results of Form 2 of the Weekly Log.

A side effect of RUPS training that was observed and documented at

both the conclusion of the workshop and at the two followup sessions was

the high degree of participant enthusiasm for the training. The

obsetvers attributed this enthusiasm to two causes: (a) the success of

the training in providing a novel perspective and alternative way(s) of
o

approaching problem solving, and (b) the reinforEing interperional

dynamics of the training/learning grAps.

Another possible side effect of the training was observed in

participant responses to Form 2 of the Weekly Log. These results

indicated that RUPS. participants tended to select relatively complex

V.

problems for their improvement projects that required commitments of at

least one month's time for their completion. The majority of people

(f0 percent) .reported working on the same improvement project for at

least one month. However, as there were no comparative data for these

results, .it is not possible to'determine whether,this,effect is indeed

due to RUPS training and not'the reactive effect of this data gathering

instrument.
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Does RUPS compare advantegously to competiti4 ways
of meeting the same outcome objectives?

k limited Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) search

was conducted for the purpose of identifying problem_ solving training,

packages or instructional system that offered alternatives to RUPS.

Using the descriptors, "problem solving, action research, force field

analysis, workshops,, teacher workshops, systems anlaysis, systems

approach, and systems concepts," the search identified 74 references.

This search indicated that many individuals and consulting .

organiiations have indludedBVPS-like problem solving techniques as

resources in their work. It provided evidence of the development of

a variety of materials for single, short-term activities (half-days or

less) based on force field analysis, nractioresearch, or systims

approach to pralem solving: i.enty Exercises for the Classroom

developed by the NTL Learning'ResourcesCorporation 1972) is an

example of this type of effort. In this sense, many of the.training

packages identified in the search are co4arable to RUPS in that at

least some of their'activities and problem solving activities are like

those used in RUPS. The concepts and activities surrounding action

research and force field analysis are by no means unique to MPS.

In terms of complete and comprehensive prepackaged training
.7

Programs that emphasize both prOblem solving and interpersonal and

group dynamics (as does Rupp, We were unable to identify any alterna-

tives to the Ras instiuctional system. While a variety of commetcially

available systems and activities exist that have some objectives in

common with NIPS, /our search did not provide evidence for any compre-

hensive and comparable systems that could provide competitive ways of

meeting all the training objectives of the RAPS instructional system.
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However, thisdoes not imply that there are no critical competitors

which accomplish the same outcomes as NIPS; it only implies that these

materials are not available as training packages.

Questions Related to Long -Ran_ge Training_ Effects,

To evaluate training In terns of outcomes or effects achieved is a

complicated undertaking. One of the problems which complicates the task

o
is disagreement over the type of training that is most useful or has the

greatest impact. This disagreement may be due largely to differences in

the values applied to the training systems. Is it more useful to

develop efficient forms of training that are Of limited applicability

or broadband forms of training that may be applied in a variety of

situations? In the opinion of the evaluators and ss supported by

external evaluation reviews, BUS falls in.the second of these two

categories.

To evaluate the effects of BINS, then,lis similar to evaluating

graduate courses in such areas as research methodology, techniques of

counseling, and apptoaches to management. When the values to be applied'

deal with impact on clients, whether they be students, patients, or

subordinates, the primary evaluation problem is to choose the outcomes

. on the basis of an explicit rationale.

There are at least three options for choosing evaluative criteria.

The first is on the basis of specific objectives dealing with client

behavior. While this would clearly be appropriate in the efficiency

oriented training program, broadband training programs frequently do

not have such objectives.

A secoad:basii for choosing impaCt criteria is by authoritative

*tree.. For example, standardized achievement test data may be used
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to evaluate teacher training programs because someone in a position' f

lcpower has demanded that they be used.' If the logical links between

the training and these criteria are nonexistant, a costly empirical

e

study may not be warranted.
k

A'third alternative is to select outcomes'based on a model pre-

dieting the expected impact on students. This technique was chosen in

the MPS impact evaluation. Since selecties criteria and developing

a design based upon a model involve a series of inferences, an

explanation of these' inferences is provided through.the vehicleof

path analysis. Path analysis was chosen as an analytic model because

makes explicit the theoretical assumptions underlying the evaluation

design.

The fiat step in applying path analysis is to create a graphic

display of the hypothesized causal relations operating among a set, of

variables. A general path display for evaluating RUPS is presented in

Figure 1. The lines connecting sets'of variables represent hypothesized

causal relationships between the connected variables, while the arrows

indicate the direction of the assumed causation. Figure 1 makes clear

the assumption that the final outcome measure in the sequence is directly

or indirectly determined by all of the preceding variables, not just

training. This is particularly important since randomization was not

achieved in the present investigation. Figure 1 is a general display

from which a series of path diagrams may be derived. A path diagram

contains specific variable levels whereas a general path display may

include, categories of variables as terms. Categories of variables

included in the general path display are teacher attitude, teacher

behavior, and student attitudes.
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The evaluation questions which are addressed in the remainder of
..,\

this report can be placed within the context of this general!path mode .

It should be noted that formal path analysis procedures were not applief

\
in addressing all of the evaluation questions which follow, but th'e .

model is intended to reflect the logic in the order in which the

questions are addressed.

Attitudinal Effects. The data sources for the following evaluation

question correspond to sections of the POsttraining and Follomup

Questionnaires that assessed participant perceptions of their "working

understanding" of workshop skills and concepts.

Do trainees' perceptions of their working understanding
of the materials change over a 3-month period?

Table 11 presents these data and a statistical analysis by means

10 of correlated t-tests.

The mean score on all items on the Posttiaining4nestionnaire was

greater than three, suggesting that a majority of participants felt they

10 understood the materials but did not feel that they could apply the

skills immediately after training.' These data indicated a general.

confidence on the part of the MPS participants With regard to their

working understanding of the skills and concepts of MPS training, but

participants. appear to be less confident of their ability to apply

the skills.

Similar results were obtained three months later when the items

were readministered on the Followup Questionnaire. Only the item

assessing the participants' working understanding of "spotting and

analyzing major results of data collected" was found to have changed

significantly. This change was in a positive direction indicating that
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Table 11

Knowledge Items:
Posttraining versus'Fol/owup Questionnaires Correlated t- -Tests

1

Posttraining
X SD

Followuo
X SD

Difference_
X SD t-4i lum dfQuestions

How well do you feel you have a
working understanding of:

Applying the 4-guideline
criteria for writing a
problem statement

Using the force field
diagnostic technique

Selecting and creating
instruments for data
'gathering

Using criteria for deriving
implications from research
findings

Spotting and analyzing major
results of data collected

Brainstorming action
alternatives to meet

.

implications derived
from findings

Applying guidelines for
planning and thplementing
action alternatives

Evaluation solution plans

Paraphrasing interpersonal
communications

Using concepts of giving
and receiving feedback

Diagnosing teamwork relations

Identifying and evaluating
small group dynamics

3.69

3.92

3.63

3.24

3.33

3.68

°

.312

3.12

3.71

3.68

3.56

3.29

.38

.28

.55

.96

.74

.68

.96
q

.91

.67

.73

75

.94

.

3.63

3.83

3.60

3.26

,3.64

3.65

3.17

3.47

3.71

3.79

3.59

3.4k

.84

43

.65

..79

.55

.69

1.04

.66
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34
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14-
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aihe following scale was used:
1 = I don't understand the concept and could.not apply the skills
2 = I don't understand the concept but-could apply the skills
3 I understand the concept but could not apply the skills
4 = ',understand the concept and Could apply the skills
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the participants' percegtions of their ability to apply this skill had

increased. This effeCmay be due to participants' use of the data

____Satherilvinstruments provided in_thg xgrkshqvand_the_three_months

practice and classroom experience RUPS trainees had had since the

workshop. As a result of their use.of both the instruments and the

41
.RVPS process, participants may have had more confidence in their

performance of RUPS skills and activities. 'Thus, the data indicate

that trainee perceptions of their working understanding of the workshop

materials and concept were very positive when assessed immediately after

the workshop, and generally did not change over a 32month period.

41 Do RUPS trainees change in their orientation toward
problem solving?

It was hypothesized that as a result of training, participants in

40 RUPS would report an increased probability of engaging in problem solving

behavior in a variety of situations. This hypothesis was tested using

the four PSOQ scales administered prior to and three months following.

41 the workshop. Correlated t-tests were performed on the data. The

results are presented in Table 12.

Table 12

Correlated t-Values
PSOQ- -RUPS Treatment Group

Variable
...MP

Pre
I. SD

Post
7 SD

Difference
X SD t-Value

-

df

-

p-Value

Classroom 36.35 6.18 40.11 4.85 3.76 5.35 3.94 36 .01
Situations

Nonelassroom 47.49 5.22 47.30 4.94 -.19 5.17 -.22 36 .39
Situations

Task 35.24 6,50 37.97 5.65 2.73 5.99 2.77 36 .01
Accomplishment .

Interpersonal 49.54 5.01 50.30 5.20 .76 5.02 -.92 36 .26
Relationships
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The data indicate a statistically significant increase in the self-

reported probabilities of engaging in problem solving activities for two

of the four subscales; classroom situations and task accomplishment.,

.

The training was apparently instrumental in changing participants'
......

dispositions too, or their perceptions of their dispositions to engage

in probelm solving behaviors in the classroom and specific tasks. Both

presumably impact directly on a participant's problem solving attitude

tovard, as well as behavior in, schools and classes. However, it is

possible that the same variable'is being measured by both scales as

these two scales contain many of the same4items. A variable from the

. combined scales may be referred to as participant orientation. toward

task related problem solving in the classroom. The t-values for the

other two scales were not significant. RUPS training apparently'did

not affect participant perceptions of their interpersonal problem solving

orientations or orientations to problems other than classroom related

problems. While these differential results may be explained by the

strong classroom orientation of the !WS materials, there is an equally

compelling psychometric reason for such a finding. Reference to the

technical appendix on the psychometric characteristics Appendix C) will

clearly show that the reliabilities of the two scalei that did not show

change were much lower than for the scales that did show change.

Do RUPS trainees become more able to identify problems
that need attention and more willing to attend to problem
solving in a systematic way than do teachers who have not
received training?

It was hypothesized that the posttraining orientation toward problem

solving of participants in the ROBS workshop would be greater than the

posttraining orientation among members of the nontreatment control groups.
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This question was addressed through the technique of path analysis.

The path diagram reflecting the model employed is presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2 isaerived from the model presentedin Figure 1, page 50.

Mel

Sex
2

RUPS
Training

Class Size3

Teacher Orientation
Toward Problem Solving:
Task Accomplishment5

Figure 2. Path diagram for evaluating the effect of
RUPS training on teacher orientation toward problem
solving.

Variables were selected for this path diagram on the basis of a number

of considerations. The most important variable is the teacher attitude

measure concerning task accomplishment, which was chosen for the path

analysis because of its relatively high reliability in comparison to

other PSOQ scores. The RUM training variablejdummy variable where

RUPS 410 1 and control g 0) is included the measure of treatment.

Additional variables thought to influence\teacher attitude were.age,

sex, and class size. It is assumed that these four independent

variables were all measured very reliably, and, thus, were appropriately

.included in the path diagram.

The regression equation corresponding to this path diagram is as

iwP Z +P Z2 + P Z3 + P Z4 + P5,aZ
5 5,1 1' 5,2 2 5,3 3 5,4 4 5,a a

By solving this linear regression equation it is possible to make

-estimates-of the coefficients) of prior variables
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upon subsequent variables. While these path coefficients do not in

themselves indicate causality they can be used to assess whether or not

the data are consistent with a prior tauftl model. Table 13 presents

the standardized partial regression coefficients or path coefficients

for each of the variables in Figure 2 and the multiple correlation

obtained for explaining posttraining teacher orientation toward problem

solving: task accomplishment.

Table 13

.Multiple Correlation and Standardized Partial Regression

Coefficients for Explaining Posttraining Teacher Orientation
TowArd Problem Solving: 'Task Orientationa*

Exogenous
Variable

.

Multiple
Correlation

Standardized
Partial Regression

Coefficient. p-Value

Age .46 04.50 .01

Sex -.23 .19

Class Size .21 .23

Training -.16' .37

---1.

aOnly subjects for whom there were complete data were used in this
analysis. (N*26, RVPS; N=10, Control; N*36, Total)

It is apparent through examining Table 13 that RUPS training did

not have any direct effect on teacher orientation toward problem solving

as the corresponding coefficient was -.16. The multiple correlation '

resulting from regressing posttraining teacher orientation toward

o

problem solving: task accomplishment on the four variables in,the path

model was .46. The-only significant path coefficient was for age

(p < .01), indicating that younger teachers saw themselves as having

stronger orientations toward problem solving.
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Behavioral Effects. The infokmation from Form 1 of the Weekly Log

was used to answer the following two-part question.

Do NIPS trainees discuss their problem solving knowledge
and skills in thei1,773;ii schools?

Do RUPS trainees use their problem solving knowledge and
skills in their local schools?

The mean frequencies and standard deviations of reported activities

with'students ate presented in Table 14, and those with faculty and

colleagues are presented in Table 15..

The results indicate that MPS particpahts reported engaging in

a mean frequency of 18.13 MPS-like problem solving activities per week

with their Students. The mean frequency of activities per week with

faculty and colleagues was only slightly higher (X - 19.36), suggesting

that RUPS participants perceived that they used MPS-like skills about

as often with their peers as with their students. This evidence

indicates that the participants in the RUPS workshop do use problem

solving skills in their work in the classrooms and with faculty and '

colleagues. However, since there were no comparative data that can be

used to interpret these results either from other training groups or

from the RUPS participants prior to training, it cannot be determined

whether these results reflect changes in problem solving behavior that

are due to training, or represent typical teacher performance.

It is interesting to observe the trend that is apparent in the

weekly average frequency of activities. The period during which MPS

skills were most frequently reported used occurred in weeks 4, 5 and 6.

This pattern, however, may be an artifact of followup sessions and the

possible reactive nature of the data collection procedures. The first

A
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Table 14

Weekly Log - -Focus of Activity: Students

Activity .

Week 1 Week 2 Week 1 Week 4 Week 5 Reek 6 Week 7 Week 8 Week 9

dX SDI. I SD I SD X SD r SD I SO X SS X SD I so

Tried co made an actual state -
meet of what a particular
problem was.

1.18 2.32 1.68 2.00 2.44 6:17 4.35 11.30 3.65 11.47 3.32 9.94 1.44 2.76 1.79 4.27 1.53 3.82 21.34

Tried to identify potential
difficulties and olds
concerning a particular
problem.

.85 2.18 .97 2.41

.4:

1.23 2.35

''; ,

.85 2.47 1.38 4.14 1.50 5.7.0 .32 1.01 1.35 2.85 .79 2.06

.

9.24

Made or got some teats or
questionnaires to collect,
data about a problem.

1.32 2.50 2.09 3.74 2.89 6.20 4.59 11.24 4.03 11.42 1.12 9.93 1.47 2.72 2.00 4.29 1.85 3.85 23.56

Collected and analysed data
and thought about how the
results applied to a ,
particular problem.

.58 1.41 .62 1.01 1.53 3.95

.

.85 2.50 1.47 4.16 1.41 5.67 .32 .91 1.29 2.77 .85 2.18 8.92

Thought of or listed diff
solutions and plans of action
to solve a problem.

'

.74 2.23

.

-
1.29 4.50 .97 1.38 1.29 5.64 1.12 3.75 1.50 5.66

.

.59 1.96 .62 2.01

'

.97 3.97 9.09

Tried out possible solutions
and plans'of action to solve
a problem.

.18 .63 .50 1.74 .23 .74 .44 1.99 .47 1.16 .76 2.62 .23 1.05 .35 1.39 .56 2.00 3.72

fealuated or revised solution
Plans for solving.* problem.

.68 2.07 .47 .75 1.56 3.64 2.10 6.66 1.53 4.11 , 2.38 9.51 1.00 2.64 .65 2.13 .50 1.93 10.87

Discussed g 1 problem
solving, s Iles.

.35 1.15 .41 .89 .41 1.13 .65 2.09 .18 .39 1.00 3.81 .21 .77

.

.6$ 2.06 .29 1.09 4.18

Discussed speclfle Problem
solving procedures.

1.00 2.16 1.38 1.97 3.00 9.00 4.12 10.56 2.71 4.54 3.76 10.01 1.44 2.71

t'

1.59 3.95 1.76 3.85 20.76

Suggested general problem
solving strategies.

.47 1.05 .53 1 5' 1.35 3.73 1.03 2.58 .62 1.30 1.06 3.80 .41 1.26 .79 2.11 .79 2.17 6.75

Recommended specific problem
solving procedures,

_....-

-.85 2.12 1.47 2.43 2.77 9.01 2.29 9.92 3.29 11.76 3.50 9.89 1.39 2.67 1.32 3.89 1.56 3.77 18.44

Attended to problem of feed-
back and interpersonal
communications.

.32 1.15 .59 1.84 1.32 3.80 .76 2.41 1.06 3.88 1.03 3.86 .29 .97 .73 2.12 .82' 2.21 6.92

Attended to problems of team-
work and group interactions.

.77 2.15 1.18 2.22 1.06 2.26 1.82 4.15 2.94 9.27 2.71 6.88 .71 1.99 1.18 3.98 1.41 3.77 13.78

Thought about or engaged in
specific problem solving
activities.

.38 1.39 .21 .54 .91 2.22 .38 1.10 .82 2.38 1.03 4.09 .18 .52 .68 2.17 .71 2.01 5.30

EX 9.67 13.39 21.67 25.52 25.27 I 28.28 J 10.00 15.02 14.39



Table 15

Weekly Los - -Focus of Actieltyt. Faculty and Colleagues'

1

Activity

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4
_

Week 5 Week 6
'-

Week 7 Week 6 Week 9

iii so I so I so I sa i se I sa
4

I so I 50 I se

Tried to make an actual state-
went of what a patticulat
problem waa.

'.94 2.57 .66 1.30 ,91 1.54 3.41 10.22 3.26 11.42 3.15 9.63 1.23 2.77 .76 2.13 1.12 2.24
.

15.66

Ttled to identify potential
difficulties and aids
concetning a patticulat
problem.

.41 .99 .65 1.07 .71 1.29 1.40 3.41 1.41 4.08 1.59 5.77 .50 1.13
.

1.21 2.76 1 .66 1.90 6.56

Dade ot got some tests ot
questionnaitea to collect
data about a problem.

.71 2.13 .65 1.26

1

.62 1.40 2.21 9.34 1.62 7.35 2.56 9.54 1.29 3.06 .73 2.27 .76 2.03 11.55

Collected and analysed data
and thought about how tba
tesulta Appiled to a
patticulat problem.

.41' .96 .76 1.16 .66 1.65 1.44 -.66 .97 2.17 1.26 4.14 .56 1.58 1.16 2.66 .76 2.15

\
\...'

8.02

Thought of ot listed diff ttttt
solutions and plans of action
to solve a problem.

.79 1.99 .65 1.12 .62 1.60

1

2.50 6.50 2.65 11.29

.

2.47 9.46
.

.

1.12 2.76 .94 3.94 1.21'"1.80 13.35

Ttled out possible solutions
and plans of action to solve
a ptobleu.

.36 1.05

-.-

.29 .63 .62 1.41 .73 2.33 1.29 4.13 1.06 4.01 .41 .89 1.21. 2.75 .73 2.03 6.72

1

Evaluated ot tsvised solution
plans tot solving a ptobiem.

.62 2.00 .56 .96 .59 1.06 2.50 6.52 .59 .66

1

2.47 9.44 1.03 3.13 .91 3.96 .73 '2:16 10.00

Discussed general ptobiem
solving attategiea.

.41 1.02 .23 .55

-
.62 1.61 .73 2.31 .44 1.46 1.32 5.73

-
.59 2.10 .71 2.10 .36 .82 5.43

.

Discussed specific Ptobleft
solving procedutes.

.41 2.66 2.09 3.63
, .

2.62 6.50 3.00 6.00 3.53 7.05

-4

3.35 9.96 1.65 3.12 1.62 4.42 1.59 2.63 20.06

Suggested general Ptoblen
solving sttategles.

.59 1.35 ,1.29 2.70 2.21 4.46 1.110 4.50 1.71 3.92 1.66 5.79 .91 2.35 1.36 2.70 1.16 2.37 12.75

Recommended specific problem
solving ptocedutes. o

1.00-12.39 1.23 1.61

-...

2.60 5.94 3.56 9.95 2.76 6.33.
.

3.73 10.25 1.35 2.94 1.65 4.13 1.26 2.46 19.34

.

-Attended to problem of feed-
back and Intetpetsonal
communications.

.50 1.46 .76 1.65 1.66 3.04 1.56 3.31 1.56 3.69
-
2.16 6.27

-
.50 1.06 1.15- 2.43 1.21 2.40 11.10

Attended to ptoblems of team-
%pock and stoup intetactiona.

1.27 2.86 1.59 2.26 2.12 3.07 2.45 9.10 3.50426.26
1
4.06 10.35 1.00 2.72

.

1.56 4:34 1.65 4.35 19.60

Thought about ot engaged In
specific problem solving
activities. '

,-
(

.77 2.44 1.06 2.27 1.06 2.52 1.59 3.43 1.66 4.41 2.26 6.70 .65 1.66 1.44 3.08 1.38 3.25

.

16.65 1 14.64

11.69

..

a 9.21 12.69 16.26 29.26
.---

1 27.37 33.14 12.79



followup session occurred during the sixth week. At the end of the third

week participants from Whom the Weekly Logfor the preceding week(s) had

not been received were telephoned. In each case the intervention,

either in the form of a phone call or the followup session, may have had

the effect of increasing the self-reported frequency of activities. It

is not possible to determine whether this effect was the result of

increased participant awareness of problem solving activities, or the

exaggerating of frequencies in response to social pressure.

It is also interesting to note the obvious differences in the

ordering of the mean total frIquency for each activity over the nine-

week period that are dependent on the focus of the activities. This

suggests that different sets of skills are used in relation to differeht

audiences. The.three activities reported most frequently used in rela-

tion to students are: (a) made or got some tests or questionnaires to

collect data about a problem, (b) tried to make an actual statement about

what a particular problem was, and (c) discussed particular problem

solving procedures. On the other hand, the three activities most

frequently used in relation to faculty and colleagues are: (a) discussed

specific problem solving procedures, (b) attended to problem of teamwork

and group interaction, and (c) recommended specific problem solving

procedures. There appeats to be a tendency to use and discuss skills

that are diagnostically and analytically oriented in relation to work

with students, wilileRUPS skills most frequently used in relation to

work with faculty and peers are those that are more oriente4 to the

generation of solutions.

Lmpact on Secondary Groups. The following question was answeredby

data gathered from the two administrations of the School Activities

Questionnaire (SAQ) to the students of the RUPS trainees.
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Does RUPS training result in changes in classroom aimate?I

This data tested the hypothesis that RUPS training has long-term

effi;cts on the learning environment. The data and statistical analysis

are reported in Table 16. These analyses were conducted only from those

41 RUPS trainees having complete data.

Table 16

.Correlated t -Values

41. SAQ -BURS Treatment Group

Variable X
Pre

SD
Poat

X SD
Difference
X SD t -Value .df p -Value

ReAforcement of 12.00 .61 11.75 .71 -.25 .67 -2.04 28 .05

S'lf -Concept ' .
.

Classroom Participation 10.49 .98 10.32 .83 -.17 .47 -1.88 28 .07

Individualization of 11.46 .67 11.44 .59 .03 .64 .21 28 .84
Instruction . - ..-

Democratic Classroom 14.19 1.30 .14.39 1.20 .20 .82, 1.31 28 .20
Control

.- __. A

The results of the correlated t-tests indicated that the only

significant change in any of the subscale measures over a three-month
19

period was for the reinforcement of self-concept scale with the

direction of the change being negative. Based on these results, there

is no evidence that, as measured by the SAQ, WS training had any

positive long-term effects on learning environment.

Do RUPS trainees involve their students in problem
saving activities' more than do teachers who have not
received RUPS training?

It was hypothesized tut since RUPS is a workshop in problem

solving that is heavily oriented to use in classrooms, participation

in Ws training would lead to a change in problem solving behaviors

68
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affecting the learning environment and that these changes could be

detected in student ratings of classroom climate as measured b$ the SiQ.

The analysis technique used to testthese hypotheses was path

analysis. The path diagram reflecting these hypotheses is an extension

of the path diagram presented in Figure 2 and is presented in Figure 3.

Variables were selected for this path analysis on the basis of

their match with the overall conceptual model presented in Figure 1 and

the reliabilities of the measures used. As stated earlier it was

assumed that age, sex, class size and MPS training (a dummy variable

where MPS 0 1 and control = 4 were all reliably maured. The task

accomplishment scale was chosen as the measure of teacher attitude because -

of its relatively superior reliability compared to the other PSOQ scales'

(see Table 2). Level of clasiroom participation, individualization of

instruction, and democratic classroom control were chosen as the final

dependent variable because their posttest reliabilities were all

significant beyond the .01 level.

The recursive;regression equations corresponding to this path,

diagram are as follows:

, 25 0 P5,121 + P5,222 + 105,323 + P5,424 + P5,aZa

26 = P6,121 + P6,222 + P6,3Z3
P6,424 P64Z5 P6,01)

Table 17 includes the multiple correlation and the path coefficierits

indicating the presence of a direct r 1itionship between each of the

exogihous variables and evel of classroom participation. While

the multipl correlation is not significant, the path coefficients

(standardized partial regression coefficients) indicate.that the data
. . _ .

conformed to the hypothesis that teacher attitude toward problem solving

influenced classroom climate as perceived by studenti. However, there
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Ages
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Sex
2

Tteining4

.

C1Sss Size
3

.
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t

C

Teacher,Orientation
Toward Problem Solving:
Task Accomplishmente

J..........

°

7.....,. Classroom
,.............---4" Participation6

Figure 3. Path diagram for the_eyaluation of teaC er training in
terms of its impact on the level'of cla sroom participation.
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-.as no evidence that training had any impact on classroom climate as

measured by the level of classroom participation.

Table 17

Multiple Correlation and Standardized Partial Regression
Coefficients fbr Explaining Posttraining Level of

Classroom Participationa

Exogenous
Variable

. Multiple
Correlation

Standardized
Partial Regression

Coefficient p-Value
.

'

Age .

Sex

Class Size

.46 .21

.29

. -.21

.

.32

.13

.25

Training

Posttraining Teacher
Orientation Toward
Problem Solving:
Task Accomplishment

-

.11

.46

.

, .54

.02

*Only subjects for whom there were complete data were used in this
analysis. (Classroom: N=26, WS; N=10, Control; N=364 Total).
(Student: N=650, MPS; N=281, Coitrol; N=931, Total)

Tables 18 and 19 present replications of the path analysis using

individualization of instructionland democratic classroom control as

the final_ dependent variables is.the.place of clasiroom participation.

Essehtially similar results were found. The major difference being that

the multiple correlation obtained in Table 19 was signif ant (p < .03)

indicating a better fit when democratic classroom control was used as a

final dependent variable. While training had no effect upon either

individualization of instruction or democratic classroom control, these

data were again consistent with the hypothesis that teacher orientation

toward problem solving influenced student perceptions of classroom climate.
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Table 18

Multiple Correlation and Standardized Partial Regression
Coefficients for Explining Posttraining

Level of Individualization of Instructiona

Exogenous
Variable-

Multiple
Correlation

Standardized
Partial Regression

Coefficient p-Value
- f .

Age .44 .24 .25

Sex .17 .35

Class Size -.10 .58

Training -.19 .31

Posttraining Teacher .38 .05

Orientation Toward
Problem SolVing: ___
Task Accomplishment

aNOTE: Classroom: _N=26, BUM N=10, Control; i=36, Total.
Student: N=650, RUPS; N=281, Control; N=931, Total

Table 19

Multiple Correlation and Standardized Partial Regression
Coefficients for Explaining Posttraining
Level of Democratic Classroom Controla

Exogenous
Variable

Multiple
Correlation

Standardized. .

Partial Regression
Coefficient

4

p-Value.

Age .57- .24 .21

.

Sex .22 .20

Class Size .20 .24

Training -.02 .93

Posttraining Teacher .49 .01

Orientation Toward
Problem Solving:
Task Accomplishment

8NOTI:--tlassroom: N=26, RUPS; N=10, Control; N=36, Total
Student: N=650, RUPS; N=281, Control; N=931, Total
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CHAPTER FOUR: CONCLUSIONS

A summary of the findings from this study will be presented in

this chapter. The conclusions will concern: (a) participant attitudes

toward the RUPS instruction system, (b) trainee performance, and

(c) the impact of RUPS training on secondary audiences.

Participant Attitudes Toward the RUPS Instructional System

The majority of the participants' responded positively to all

questions that related to the workshop's success in meeting its goals

and objectives? presenting relevant materials and concepts, meeting

personal expectations, pioviding-ffradtieal'information, teaching useful

skills, and helping participants understand. the role and possibilities

of problem solving in schools. These positive opinions were generally

maintained over a 3-month period. However, participants became

less positive about the workshop's success in offering new insights

and ways of viewing old problems, fewer people responded positively

concerning the use and applicability of RUPS to work with students,

and fewer people summed up their workshop experience positively. The

enthusiastic attitudes of the participants immediately following the

workshop as reflected by their responses to the questionnaire were

confirmed by the observations of the evaluators who noted that the

activities and interpersonal interactions in the workshop appeared to

generate considerable'enthusiasm on the part of the participants.

These results vindicate that persons who participate in PUPS

workshops generally developposicixe, if not enthusiastic, attitudes

about all aspects of the instructional system. This is most likely

due to the important role played by personal and group dynamics in the

et 73
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RUPS training, since'both participants and observers attributed positive

participant attitudes to the group exercises. Furthermore, these posi-

tive attitudeS appear to remain stable over a three-month period. The

few negative changes that occurred may be most likely attributed to

adjustments caused by feedback from attempts to use the techniques

taught by PS. They most probably reflect a more realistic under-

standing of the appliCability of RUPS in the school environment, in

contrast to the g eral enthusiasm generated'by the workshop. However,

the fact that most att, udes remained positive appears to indicate that

the participants did not r eive excessive negative feedback in their

_..attempts-to-employ-RUPS-tech iques.

Trainee Attitude

There was a significant increase in the MPS trainees' orientation'

toward task related problem solving 'nd classroom related problem solving.

The RUPS group was compared to a nontre tment control group by means of

path analysis. Training did not appear t have any effect upon teacher

attitude as measured by the task accomplishment scale of the PSOQ.

The responses of the participants to the questions concerning

their working understandings of the materials did not change over three

months. At the conclusion of the workshop and again after three months,

participants rated their working understanding of RUPS highly, indicating

a high degree of confidence in their abilities to understand and perform

the skills and concepts learned in training. There is, however, no

other evidence of the understanding and performance of problem solving

activities of the RUPS participants that would support these self-reports.

The SAQs that were administered to the classes of the RUPS participants-

which would have provided supporting evidence did not produce significantly

68
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positive changes on any of the subscales. Although there is no

evidence available as to the actual performance change, these results

do provide evidence concerning the confidence and assurance of the

participants in their ability to implement the RUPS process. It is

likely that this self-report is more an indexof attitude and participant

satisfaction rather than an index of.performance or performance change.

The evidence in this section tends to support the conclusion of

the previous section: RUPS is successful in promoting positive attitudes

toward training in its trainees. The positive attitudes are reflected

in the high degree of confidence and assurance the participants express

having in their working understanding of the materials.

Trainee Behavior

The results from Forms 1 and 2 of the Weekly Log indicated that

after training RUPS participants tended to identify fairly complex

problems for their improvement projects that are pursued for at least

a month, and that they perceive themselves engaging in RUPS-like

problem solving activities with students and with faculty and colleagues.

As no comparative data are available on the Weekly Log, either from

Other groupa or from the RUPS participants prior to the workshop, it is

not.possible to determine whether these reported behaviors reflect

changes in trainee performance, or if they.do, that these changes are

attributable to RUPS training.

In addition, it is likely that the responses of the trainees

reflect a heightened awareness of and sensitivity to their problem

solving behaviors due to the reactive effects of the instruments. This

is supported by the trend in the number of activities reported weekly

on Form 1, where the number peaked in the middle of the reported period
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and fell off toward the end. This most likely indicates that the

participants were initially sensitized by the instruments, but that the

effect wore off with repeated applications. Thus, it would appear that

the conclusion that can be drawn from these date is that the self-reports

of the participants probably reflect an increased awareness of, and

sensitivity to, problem solving and problem solving behaviors possibly

due to the instruments, but the Weekly Log does not provide evidence as

to the existence of4any changes; in performance due to RUPS training.

Partici ant Behavioral Changes with Impact on Secondary Audiences

The secondary audiences that are being considered in this study are

the students and peers (faculty and colleagues) of the RUPS trainees.

The behavioral changes and the nature of ,the impact were assessed through

Form 1 of the Weekly Log and the SAQ.

RUPS trainees report engaging in RUPS-like problem solving

activities with both their students and peers. The frequency of these

activities,' however, may be somewhat inflated due toithe reactive

effects of the instruments as discussed previously: The findings

indicate that RUPS trainees perceive themselves as using problem solving

skills, but that the type of skills used differs in relation to the

specific audience that is being addressed. However, since there are

no preworkshop data or comparison groups that used the Weekly Log, it

is not possible to determine if changes in this type of behavior were

cussed by participation in the AVPS'workshop.'

Concerning. impact of this behavior, it was assumed that the self-
.

reports of RUPS trainees of their use of problem solving processes and

skills are indicative of a change in problem solving behaviors. It was

hypothesized that these changes would in turn effect a change in the
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learning environment is measured by the four subscales of the SAQ.

However, student ratings on the SAQ did not change significantly over

time for the RUPS group from pretest to posttest except for,one negative

change. Low reliabilities precluded definitive conclusions concerning

the effectiveness of RUPS training in modifying classroom climate as

measured by four subscales. In an attempt to focus the analysis on

variables that possessed adequate reliability one classroom climate

measure, classroom participation, was used in a path analysis designed

to reflect the complex hypothesis that RUPS training affects classroom

climate through its impact upon the orientation of teachers toward

using the problem solving procedures advocated in RUPS. The analyses

did not support the hypothesis dealing with training effects on either

the teacher attitude measure or the level of classroom participation as

seen by students. However, some support was given to the hypothesis

that teacher orientation toward problem solving was related to students'

perception of the level of classrool participation. When this analysis

was repeated for two additional climate scales, individualization of

0

instruction and democratic classroom control, essentially similar

results were obtained.

Based on the data collected in this study, there is no evidence

of behavioral changes that impact on secondary audiences and that may

be attributed to RUPS training. Although the participants perceive

themselves as using and discussing their problem solving skills with

students and peers and express a high degree of satisfaction with the

training,' there is no evidence that would support the conclusions that

either their behavior is different from their behavior prior to the

training, or if their behavior is indeed different, it has any
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measurable impact on the secondary audiences in terms of the aspects of

classroom climate measured in this study. There was some evidence that

orienting behaviors of trainees as measured by the PSOQ task

accomplishment scale did relate to the classroom learning environment.

Summary

The results of this study indicate that RUPS was effective in

developing positive attitudes toward problem solving training. The study

did not supply evidence from which either long-- or short-term performance

changes can be inferred. The results do not necessarily indicate that

RUPS training was not effective in promoting change. It is possible

that a variety of shortcomings and limitations of the evaluation design

did not allow for the identification and measurement of these changes.

In the same sense, the lack of evidence as to the impact of RUES training

on secondary audiences does not necessarily indicate that RUPS had no

impact. This finding may be due to the particular approach taken to

this evaluation. Results do suggest, however, that teacher attitude

toward the application of problem solving techniques in dealing with

classroom tasks may be a viable route to modifying classroom climate.
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Appendix A:
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The management plan for the Improving Teaching Competencies

Program (see Resource niocation and Management nail, 1974) divides the

work flow for the development of an instructional system into five

phases: Planning, Pilot, Interim, FieldTest and Outcome.. Each phase

consists of certain development, evaluation and field relations

activities that culminate in a milestone report.

The range of activities associated withdelieloping an instructional

system is summarized in Diagram 1, pages 81-90. These activities are

divided into five major categories: needs, objectives, product develop-

ment, testing and implementation. Diagram I also partition::: these

amoThigseverinconallis including manatiiiiiit, develop-

ment, field relations, dissemination, formative evaluation, internal

summative evaluation and external summative evaluation. The matrix is

not necessarily prescriptive nor are the evaluation relationships among

each part strictly linear.

The specific activities engaged in during the development of an

instructional system differ according to the phase under consideration,

the unique needs of the specific product or change support process

being developed and, occasionally, the style preferences among work

unit teams. For more specific and detailed statements, reference should

be made to the development and evaluation plans and documents for each

work unit.

Evaluation differs according to each phase of the development.

During the initial phases, evaluation focuses on formative issues and

provides 'information primarily for system developers. During the

latter phases, the emphasis is on summative evaluation which provides

information and judgments for potential users of the system. This

shift In emphasis is illustrated in Figure A.'
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Focus
of

Evaluation

Developmental Phases: Planning Pilot Interim Field Outcome

Figure A. 'Evaluation Emphasis in the Developmental Phases.

The following paragraphs describe in general terms the ways

develdpment and evaluation activities are organized for each phase of

_ _____ _____ ._ _____...___
product development.

Planning_ Phase. In this phase, several c.ey activities provide the

focus for effort. The initial conceptioeof the proposed instructional

system is described along with its intended objectives. A need for the

proposed system is documented, and evide ce provided that adequate con-

ceptualizations and instructional strat gies exist or can be developedJr

feasibly for the proposed training package. Initial development,

evaluation and dissemination plans are produced, as are timelines,

staffing needs and budgets.

Pilot Phase. In this phase, a prototype of the instructional system

is developed and tried out.on a small group of users from the.target

group. Objectives of the system and entry conditions for participants

are clarified. Program evaluators provide formative evaluation informa-

tion to assist developers with revisions. The information includes.

observer and trainer assessments of participant involvement in the-

activities, measurements of participant satisfiction with the content,

strategies and utility of the systems Tice workability of the activities,
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.

the logic of the content and the quality of the teaching"Sidsan

materials are also assessed at this phase by the user groups.\\\

Description and preliminary assessment of trainee outcomes are

The collection of information regarding the marketability and costs

of the instructional system commences during the pilot phase as does the

documentation of the developers' claims regarding the intents.of the

system in comparison to existing, alternatives.

Interim Phase. During this phase, the instructional system goes

through one or more cycles of revision and a nearly finished product is

completed. By the end of this phase, the appropriateness of objectives

has been determined, statements of objectives finalized and instrumen-'

tation to measure these selected or developed. For instructional systems
/

requiring a workshop format, specifications are determined for desirable

workshop conditions and qualifications for effective erainers-.

The aiajor,focus of the evaluation activities fbr this phase is on

confirmation of the system's ability to produce specified short-term-

outcomes and to test the workshop conditions, trainer qualifications

and dissemination feasibility. This may be accomplished partially

through-conducting a "criterion workshop" designed to resemble closely

the fieldconditions. The basic decision served by evaluation is

Whether the instructional system is ready, for internal summative

evaluation and adequate for comprehensive field and outcome testing.

Field Test Phase. In this phase, minor revisions are made on the

instructional system and a product close to finished-form is expected

to exist. Also, in this phase, an internal summative evaluation will

focus on assessment of short-term outcomes of the instructional system.
/I,

Specifically, this means finding answers,to questions reser ng knowledge,'
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awareness and attitudinal growth, and participant performance change

that can be expected as a result of active _participation in the system's

training design under field conditions with typical trainees, trainers

and workshop settings. Variables related to problems of installation

and dissemination may also be examined at this point.

Outcome Phase. During this phase, which may occur simultaneously

with the previous phase, the instructional system is finished and internal

summative evaluation will assess the system's ability to produce, not

only specified short-term outcomes in terms of participant satisfaction,

knowledge, awareness or attitudinal gain and performance change, but also

transfer, retention and impact upon secondary audiences such as students

and/or peers. At this point evaluation plans are made for external

summative evaluation studies such as critical comparisons, between the

outcomes of the instructional system being evaluated and outcomes produced

by other relevant treatment efforts. Exteknal summative validations of

the product are also completed in this stage.
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Appendix B:

INSTRUMENTS USED IN THE
RESEARCH UTILIZING PROBLEM SOLVING
EVALUATION STUDY
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1. HOME MAILING ADDRESS: Street

2. WORK ADDRESS: Street

Name
System
Trainer
Site
Date

Phone

Age

City State Zip

Phone
City State Zip

3. .POSITION: (Check one) Primary (1-3) Elementary (4-6)
Jr. High (7 -9) Senior High (10-12)

4. YEARS TEACHING EXPERIENCE: (Check appropriate space below)

0 1-3 4-6 7-10 11 or more

5: HIGHEST DEGREE OBTAINED: BA MA Doctorate

6. CHECK THE APPROPRIATE SPACES IF YOU HAVE BEEN .INVOLVED IN OTHER
NWREL-INSTRUCTIONAL-SYTEMS:

Interaction Analysis

Facilitating Inquiry

Risher Level Thinking

SAFE

Interpersonal Influence

Interpersonal Communications,

GroUp Process Skills

PETC-I

Conflict-Negotiations . PETC-II

PETC-III

7. 'People attend workshops for a variety, of reasons. Please check
. ' honestly any of the following_reasons that apply to you, and circle

the cbeckmark of the reason which is most important in your decision
to attend.

It satisfies a requirement or gives me credits I need.
Many others in my school were attending.
My superiors suggested I go.
My superiors gave one the opportunity to go,
I was selected to attend.
My attendance was paid for.
I came because I really wanted to learn.
I'd heard
I bad a particular problem o solve or deal with and thought
this .training would help me.
Other (whit?)
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PROBLEM SOLVING ORIENTATION QUESTIONNAIRE

This questionnaire is being used to obtain information concerning
various orientations towards, problem solying. Please answer. the
following questions as honestly and completely as possible. The Problem
Solving Orientation Questionnaire is to evaluate the ROS system, NOT
YOU. Information collected will be used only for these evaluation
purposes; all responses will be kept completely confidential.

Directions for Completing the Questionnaire

A separate answer sheet has been-provided for this test. Please be
sure to write your name in the provided space. Mark all of your responses
on thissheet. IT IS MOST IMPORTANT THAT YOU USE ONLY A NUMBER 2 PENCIL.

On the scales'below you will be asked to make predictions concerning
your behavior in a variety of situations. Mark your responses in the
way which corresponds to your predictions about your own behavior in the
following hypothetical situations. An example of the type of question
you might be asked is:

80. Suppose your principal criticizes your treatment of a
. certain classroom problem and you feel the criticism is

unjustified due to circumstances unknown to the principal.
What are the chances that you would try to defend your
actions by. telling the principal of these circumstances?

l.' Almost none (less than a 10 percent chance)
2. Maybe (about a.25 percent chance)
3. Possibly (about a 50 percent chance)
4. Almost always (about a 75 percent cfiance).
5. Definitely (greater than a 90 percent chance)

If you think this is how you would behave in such a situation, your
answer would be definitely (greater than a 90 percent chance) and your
answer sheet would look like this:

1 2 3 4 5

80* p p p p 1

If, on the other hand, you are not sure but think this is how you
would possibly. behave {about a 50 percent chance), your answer sheet
would look like this:

1 2 3 4 5

80. 0 0 I 0 0
When changing an answer be sure your first answer is completely

erased before darkening the column of your choice.;, 1AKE SURE THERE
ARE NO STRAY MARKS ON YOUR PAPER.,
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A. 1. Suppose you have a particularly difficult day with your class.
What are the chances that you would spend some time listing the
specific problems you had encountered?

96.

1. Almost none (less than a 10 percent chance)
2. Maybe (about a 25 percent chance)
3. Possibly (about a 50 percent chance)
4. Almost always (about a 75 percent chance)
5. Definitely (gieater than a 90 percent chance)

2. SuppOse some other staff member at your school mentiones e problem
that you are also experiencing. What are the chances that you
would-describe your own feelings or reactions to the problem?

1. Almost none (less than a 10 percent ch.nce)
2. Maybe (about a 25.percent chance)
3. Possibly (about a 50 percent chance)
4. Almost always (about a 75 percent chance)
5. Definitely (greater than a 90 percent chance)

3. Suppose some of the students in your class seem to have difficulty
mastering a particular skill. What are the chances that you would
consider how your own behavior was related to'theirs as you
analyzed^their problem?

1. Almost none (less than a. 10 percent chance)
2. Maybe (about a 25 percent chance)
3. Possibly (about a 50 percent chance)
4. Aliost always (about a 75.percent chance)
5. Definitely (greater than a 90 percent chance)

4. Suppose you were trying-out a new curriculum or project-in your
classroom. What are the chances that you would regularly keep
a written record of problems you encountered?

1. Almost none (less than a 10 percent chance)
2. Maybe (about a 25 percent chance)
3. Possibly (about a 50 percent chance)
4. Almost always.(about a 75 percent chance)
5. Definitely (greater than a 90 percent chance)

5. Suppose something has gone wrong in your school -- something that
affeits everyone and has everyone pretty upset. What are the
chances that you would remain quiet and wait for others to
analyze the problem?

1. Almost none (less than a 10 percent chance)
2, Maybe Xabout.a 25 percent chance)
3. Possibly (about a 75 percent chance)
4. Almost always (about a 75 percent chance)
5.' Definitely (greater than a 90 percent chance)
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6. Suppiose you and the students in your class have identified a
problem related to lunch time behavior. What are the chances
that you would encourage a class iscussion of possible liays
to overcome the problem?

1. ,,Almosi none (less than a 10 percent chance)
2. Maybe (about a 25 percent, chance)
3., Possibly (about a 50. percent chance)
4. Almost always (about a 75 percent chance)
5. Definitely (greater than a 90 percent chance)

7. Suppose the staff is discussing a problem related to sharing
equipment and materials. What are the chances that you would
make a suggestion a out a possible new arrangement that could
alleviate the prohem.

1. Almost none (leis t n a 10 percent chance)
2. Wylie (about a 25 p cent chance)

. 3., Possibly (i percent chance)
4. Almost always (about a 75 percent chance)
5. Definitely (greater than a 90 percent chance)

41

8.' Suppose you thought that rahy studentsin your class were not
doing well in a,particular area. What,are the chances that
you would go to them'and ask for their suggestions about ways
that,might improve the situation?

1. 'Almost none (less than a 10 percent chance)
2. 'Maybe (about a 25 percent chance)

a 3.: Possibly (about a 50percent,chance)
4, Almost always (about a 75 percent chance)
5: Definitely (greater than a 90 percent chance)

41 9. Suppose you and your class decided to take on a long-term
projet to help.the school or community in sbue way. What
are the chances that you And.your class would jointly plan
all the steps involved and consider how you would monitor
progress as you implemented the project?

1. 'Almost none (less than a 10 percent chance)
2. 'Maybe (about a 25 percent chance)
3. Possibly '(about a.50 percent chance)

4. Almost always (about a 75 percent cifance)
5. Definitely (greater than a 90 percent chance)

/
.

10. Suppose you set a goal to improve instruction in a particular
area. What are.the chances that you would make a detailed
written plan including a list of forces that could restrain
implementation before starting on the project?

1. Almost none'(less than a 10 percent chance)
2. Maybe (about a 25 percent chance)
3. Possibly (about a 50 percent chance)
4. Almost always (about a 75 percent chance)
5. Definitely (greater than a 90 percent chance)
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11. Suppose you have an exciting idea for a new way of teaching that
could really enhance the degree of learning of students, but
suppose also that thereis a possibility that the new approach
might not go 4:tver at all. What are the chances that you would'
pry oat the new method anyway if there was a high risk that the`
new method would fail?

1. Almost none (less than a 10 percent chance)
2. Maybe (abour a 25 percent chance)
3. Possibly (about a 50 percent chance)
4. Almost Always (about a 75 percent chance)
5. Definitely (greater than a 90 percent chance)

S. Suppose you develop a particularly useful and effective method for
teaching something. What are the chances that you would:
(Questions 12 and 13)

0

12. Describe it briefly at a faculty meeting and offer to meet with
.others who want to hear more about it?

s 1. Almost none (less than a 10 percent chance)

2. Maybe (about a 25 percent chance)
3. Possibly (about a 50 percent chance)
4. Almost always (about a 75 percent chance)
5. Definitely (greater than a 90 percent chance)

13. Say nothing about it unless tomebody asked you?

1.,,Almost none (less than a 10 percent chance)
2. Maybe (about a 25 percent chtnce)

3. Poisibly (about a 50 percent chance)
4. Almost always (about a 75 percent chance)
5. Definitely (greater than a 90 percent chance)

C. Suppose you wantef to improve your classroom effectiveness in some
area. What are the chances that you would: (Questions 14, 15 and 16)

14. Ask another teacher to observe your teaching and then have a
conference with you afterwards?

1. Almost none (less than a 10 percent chance)
2. Maybe (about a 25 percent chance)

3. Possibly (about a 50 percent chance)
4. Almost always (about a 75 percent chance)
5. Definitely (greater than a 90 percent chance)

15. Ask another teacher to let you observe how he/she teaches in
order to get an idea how to improve your own teaching methods

. and effectiveness?

.

98

1. Almost-none (less tfian a 10 percent chance)

2. Maybe (about a 25 percent chance)

3. Possibly (about a 50 percent chance)
4. Almost always (about a 75 percent chance)
5. Definitely (greater than a 90 percent chance)



V

IS. Use a questionnaire to find out how your students, feel about
your teaching in some area?

1. Almost none (less' than a 10 percent chance)
2. Maybe (about a 25 percent chance),
3. Possibly (about a 50 percent chance)
4. Almost always (about a'75 percent chance)
5. Definitely (greater than a 90 percent chance)

D. Suppose you are present whin 'two other teachers get into a heated
argument about how the school should be run. What are the chances
that you would: (Questions 17, 18, 19, and 20)

17. Listen to both parties in the argument and then side with the
one you think is right?

1. Almost none (less than a 10 percent chance)
2. Maybe (about a 25 percent-chance)
3. Possibly (about a 50 percent chance)
'4. Almost always (about a 75 percent chance)
5. Definitely (greater than a 90 percent chance)

18. Avoid getting involved in.the interaction at all?

1. Almost'none (less than a 10 percent chance)
2. Maybe (about a 25 percent chance)
3. Possibly (about a 50 percent chance)
4. Almost always (about a 75 percent chance)
5. Definitely (greater than a 90 percent chance)

19. Help each one in the argument to understand the viewpoint of
the other?

1. Almost none (less than a 10 percent chance)
2. Maybe (about 'a 25 percent chance)
3. Possibly (about.a 50 percent chance)
4.. Almost always (about a 75 percent chance)
5. Pefinitely (greater than'a 90 percent chance)

20. Try to get the two to quiet down and stop arguing?

1. Almost none (less than a 10 percent chance) .

. 2. Maybe (about a 25 percent chance).
3. Possibly (about a 50 percent chance)
4. Almost arrays (about a 75 percent chance)
5. Definitely (greater than a 90 perdent chance)

3
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E. Suppose you strongly disagree with a procedure that the principal has,
outlined for all 'to follow. What are the chances that you would:

' (Questions 21, 22, and 23)'
4

1.

21.' Go and talk with the principal about this disagreement?

1. Almost none (less than a 10 percent chance)
2. Maybe (about a 25 perCent chance)
3. Possibly'(about a 50 percent chance)
4. Almost always (about a 75 percent chance)
5. Definitely (greater than a 90 percent chance)

22. Say nothing but ignore the principal's directive?

1. Almost none (less than a 10 percent chance)
2. Maybe (about a 2A percent chance)
3. Possibly (about a'50 perceoL chance)
4. Almost always (about a 75 percent chance)
5. Definitely (greater than a 90 percent chance)

23. Say nothing but comply with the principal's directive?

41

1. Almost none (less than a 10 percent chance), 41

2. Maybe (about a 25 percent chance)
3. Possibly (about a 50 percent chance)
4. Almostc.always (about a 75 percent chance)
5. Definitely (greater than a 90 percent chance)

P. One'of the frustrations in working in schools is that things don't 41

always go as well as planned. Suppose something has gone wrong in
your school -- something that affects everyone and has everyone pretty
upset. What are the chances that you would: (Questions 24, 25 and 26)

100

24. Make suggestions to the staff regarding,who was responsible for
things going wrong so accountability can be established the next .

time things go wrong?

1. Almost none (less than a 10 percent chance)
2. Maybe (about a 25 percent chance)
-3. cent chance)
4t Almost always (about a 75 percent chance)
5. Definitely (greater, than a 90 percent chance)

25. Remain quiet and wait for others to analyze the problem?

1. Almost none (less than a. 10 percent chance)
2. Maybe (about a 25'percent chance)
3. Possibly (about a 50 percent chance)
4. Almost always (about .a 75 percent chance)
5. Definitely (greater'than a 90 percent chance)

97,



26. 'Make suggestions t6 the staff about possible ne0 arrangements
to priVent this upsetting occurrence?

1. Almost none (less than a 10 percent chance')
2: Maybe (about a 25 percent chance)
1. Possibly (about a 50 percent chance)
4. Almost always (about e'75 percent chance)
5. Definitely (greater than a 90 percent chance)

G. Suppose you have worked hdrd in developing a new way for teaching
something to your students. However, six months later you discover
that achievement had not increased. In fact, several students are
doing less will titan before. What are the chances that you would:
(Questions 27,428, 29, 30, and 31)

27. Go and talk to'tbe principal about what you had done?.

r

1. Almost none (less than a 10 pefcent chance)
2. Maybe (about a 25 percent chance)
,3. Possibly (about a 50 percent chance)
4. Almost'always (about a 75 percent chance)
5. Definitely (greater than a 90 percent chance)

. *
28. Say nothing but start working out another plan?

1. Almost ntine (less than a 10 percent chance)"
2. Maybe (about a 25 percent chance)
3. Possibly, ( about a 50 percent chance)
4. Almost always '(about a 75 percent chance)
5. Difinitely (greater than a 90percent chance)

29. Go and. talk to"another colleague about what you had done?

1. Almost none (less than.a 10 percent chance)-
2. Maybe (about a 25 percent chance)
3. Possibly (about a 50 percent chance)
4. Almost alwayi (about a 75 percent chanco)
5. Definitely (greater thana 90 percent chance)

tee series of :allure? ,

1. Almost none (less than a10 percent chance)
2. Maybe (about a 25 percent chance)
3. Possibly (about a 50 percent chance)
4. Almost always (about a 75 percent chance)
5. _Definitely (greater than a 90 percent chance)

31. Hake a list to describe what's going well and what's getting
in the way before you started to revise your plan or develop
a new one?

1. Almost none (less thin a 10 percent chance) 4

2. Maybe (about a 25 percent chance)
3. Possibly (about a 50 percent chance)
4. Almost always (about a 75 percent chance)
5. Definitely (greater than a 90 percent chance)

98
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SCHOOL ACTIVITIES QUESTIONNAIRE

Directions

The purpose of the questions in this booklet is to find out what
-your class is like. This is not a "test." Your teacher will not see
your answers and you do not have to putyour name on the answer sheit.

This is an example of the kind of questions you might be asked:

80. Do you like to come to school?

1. Yes
2. No
3. Sometimes

To answer this question, first decide if your answer is "Yes,"
"No," or "Sometimes." If your answer is "Yes," look at your answer
sheet (the blue and white paper) and find Question 80. With your
pencil darken Column 1 of Question 80.

Your answer on the answer sheet would look like this:

1 2 3 4 5

80. 1 0 0 0 0
If your answer.was "Sometimes," Number 3, your answer would look

like this:

1 2 3 4 5

80. .0 a II 0 0
If you want to change an answer, be sure to erase your first

answer and darken the column for your.final answer.

Work as quickly as you can. The person administering the test
will tell you when to stop,

PLEASE TRY TO GIVE"YOUR HONEST FEELINGS ABOUT YOURCLASS.

4
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1: Do you tike to come to school?

1. Yes
2. No
3. Sometimes

2. Are you proud of the things you do in school?

1. Very proud
2. Proud of souse things, not proud of others
3. Not very proud

3. How often do you talk to a. teacher by yourself about your school
work?

1.' Two or three times a day
2. About once a day
3. About once a week
4. Almost never

4. How often do the students in your class talk to the teacher about
how much time they should spend on an activity?

1. More than once a day
2. About once a day
3. Two or three. times 0 week
4. Once a week
3. Not very often#

5. How do you usually feel wheA your teacher talks to you about your
school work?

1. * Encouraged
2. Don't know
3. A little discouraged

6. In the classroom,the teacher usually calls on:

1. The same group of students
2. ',Almost allthe students

74 In general, how are problems usually solved in your classroom?

1. Our teacher solves the problems alone
. 2. The teacher and the students work together

S. DO you have activities where the teacher has you tell someone 'else
about something?

104

1. No, haven't done that yet
2. Not Very often
3. About once a week
4. ,Yes, two or three times a week or more

100
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9. Does your teac:r know what is eas and what is hard for you?

1. No, not very well
2. Sometimes
3. Yes, knows very well

10. Who decides what the class will do?

1. me-,:teacher usually decides by him/herself what the class
4,4d do

2. We often plan with the teachers what we will do

11. Does your class have activities Where many students get called on?

1. No, haven't done that yet
2. Not very often
3. About once a week
4. Yes, about once a day or more,

12. How often does your teacher encourage you to try a different taskl

1. Almost never
2. Sometimes, once a week or less
3. Fairly often, two or three times a week
4. .Abbut once a day
5.' Two or three times a day

13. Does your class have discussions about how the students should act?

1. Yes
2. Not very often
3. No, generally the teacher tells us

14. How often do you spend more time on some activities than other
students do?

1. Fairly Often, two or three times a week"-
2. Sometimes, about once a week or less
3. Almost nev

15: Do you ever work on something that other students in your class
are not working on?

1. No, usually we work on the same thing
2. Sometimes,iabout once a week or less
3. Fairly often, two or three times a'week

16. How often does your teacher let students iecide how an acEivity.
or project sbould,be done?

1. Almost never
2. Sometimes
3. Most of the time

191/
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17. How often does your teacher permit a lot of talking and activities
in your-classroom?

1. &number of times a .day
2. About once a day
3. The classroom is usually rather quiet

18. How often do other students in your class tell you that you have
done a good job?

1. Not very often
2. About once a week
3. About two or three times a week
4. Once a day or more

19. Do you think your teacher knows what, kinds of activities you like
the most?

1. Not very well
2. I don't know
3. Yes

20. How often can you speak out in a classroom discussion when you
want to?

1. Almost never
2. Not very often
3. Sometimes
4. Fairly often
5% Always

21. How often-do you spend less time on some activities than other
students do?

1. Fairly often, two or three times a week
2. Sometimes, about once a week or less

3. Almost never

22. How often do you have class activities where many students take
turns speaking?

1. More than once a day
2. Once a Hay
3. Two or three times a week
4. About once a week

5. Not very often

1U2
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23. How often doesfyour reacher tell you about something you have
done well?

1. Almost never
2. Sometimes, once a week or less
3. Fairly often,two or three times a week
4. About once a day
5. Two or three times a day

24. How often do you have class discussions where many students have
something to say?

1. Haven't done that yet
2. Not very often
3. About once a week

. 4. Two or three times a week
5. About once a day,or more

1 t)3
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Trainer
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RUPS POSTTRAINING QUESTIONNAIRE

The purpose of this questionnaire is to provide information about
your views concerning the RUPS workshop. The information will be used
to help uslearn more about how workshop participants feel about ;he
RUPS system. The questionnaire is intended to evaluate the workshop,
NOT YOU. Please enswer all of the following questions as honestly and
completely as possible; all responses will be kept confidential.

A. The following questions (1-11) ask for your judgmenXii about the
success of the workshop in achieving its goals. Using the point
scale below please circle the.number indicating how successful you
would say the information, materials, practice exercises,,egd
methodi used in this workshop were in achieving the followilis goals.

«R.

1 2 3 4 5

Not at all Barely Somewhat Successful ExtTemely
successful successful successful successful

Not at all totremely
successful. lat cesaful

How successful do you feel
the workshop was in:

1. syroviding clear informa-'
'tion concerning directions
and rationales for the
different sessions.

2. Offering new insights, 4

new ways of viewing old
problems.

3. Addressing what you
thought were important
issues/vital concerns.

4. Debanding original
'thinking on your paft.

5. ,Presenting clearly under-
standable definitions and
descriptions of problem
solving.

104
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1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 5

1 2 3 S

1 2 3 4 S
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6. Helping you understand the
role and possibility of
problem solving in schools.

N
7. Maintaining your interst

throughout the workshop.

H. Providing useful skills and
concepts for working with
others outside your
professional life. '

9. Providing information with
practical application for
your work with students..

10., Providing
practical
your work

11. Providing
practical
your work

information with
application for
with teachers.

information'with
ppplication for
with siberiors.

Not
successf

ot at all Extremely
s ul

.1

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

4

4

5

5

4, 5

4 5 '

4

4 5

B. The following questions (12-23) are concerned with your understanding
of the conceptual materials and your ability to apply the skill's
learned in this workshop. For each of the following concepts and
skills, we would like you to respond to the question "How well do
you, feel you have a workinp_understandineof...".On the following
scale.

1

I don't understand the
concept and could not
apply the skills

2 3' 4

don't understand the I understand the I understand the
concept out could concept but could concept and could
apply the skills not apply the skills apply the skills

How well do you feel you have a
working understanding of:

12. Applying the 4-guideline
criteria for writing a.

problem statement.

13. Using the forcefield
diagnostic technique.

14. Selecting and creating
instruments for data
gathering.

110 loo

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4

I 2 3 4 5
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15. Using criteria for
deriving implications
from research findings.

16. Spotting and analyzing
major results of data
collected.

17. Brainstorming action
alternatives to meet'
implications derived
from findings.

18. Applying guidelines for
planning and implementing
action alternatives.

19. Evaluating solution plans.

20. Paraphrasing interpersonal
. communications.

21. Using concepts an4 skills
of giving and reciiving
feedback.

22. Diagnosing teamwork, ,

relations.

23.' Identifying and evaluating
small group dynamics.

2 3' 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

C. The followingcquestions deer,with how.you feel about the workshop
as a whole and about its usefulness for yourself and others.

24. How successful do you
feel this workshop was
in meeting your expecta
tions about what you
personally wantid'to get
out of it?

25. How clearly did yod
understand the workshop's
overall objectives?

26. How successful do you
`feel the workshop was
in achieving its overall
objectives?

Not at all
Successful

Ektremely
successful

1 2 3 4 5

Very clearly

1 2

Extremely
successful

1 2

1 i16

-Not at all

4 5

Not at all
successful

3 4 5

r:-
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27. How useful do you 'feel the
skills and Concepts you
have learned are in
ptoblem solving?

28. In all honesty, how much
.do you plan to use the
ideas, skills and/or
materials presented in
this workshop as an
integral part of your work?

NoW that the workshop is
over:how would you SUM up
the experiepce?

29.

3,0. Would,you recommend this,
workshop to a friend
whose interests are like
yours?

101

Very Useful, Of no use

1 2 3 4 5

,Completely Not at all

1 2 3 4 5

Extremely
worthwhile

Of no worth
at all

2 3 4 5

Definitely
recommend

X

1

Definitely
not recommend

2 3 4 5

O
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WEEKLY LOG

IP
In order that we may be able to judge the effectiviss of the RUPS

training system, we would like.you to keep a weekly log of whatever
problem solving activities you engage in. Our interest is:in evaluating
the system and not your performance. Thus, we would appreciate your
candid responses. There is no need to but your name on the.forms and
all information will be held strictly confidential.

On each'Friday, from October 25 through December 20,, we would like
you to fill out a brief 14-item checklist indicating the frequency with
which you engaged in certain problem solving activities'during the last

''week. This checklist is labeled Form 1 and you will find a sample
attached to these directions.' You will note that the date .you are to
return the form is indicated at the top. On each Friday you would
simply find the appropriately dated form, indicate the number of times
you engaged in each activity in, the last week, and return the form to us.

On every other week we ask that you fill out an additional form,
Form 2, concerning the' nature of the problems you have been working on

IP during the preceding two weeks. Each problem you'work on would require
an additional Form 2, and since you may work on several problems during
'a.2-week period, we have included extra forms in the back of the
folder. Form 2 asks you to briefly describe the nature of the problem
you worked on and-quickly indicate what you have done on th'S problem,

,and what difficulties and successes you have encountered. A sample
copy of form 2 is attached.

We have provided stamped return. envelopes in the baCk of the folder
along with extra copies of Form 1 and Form 2. Every Friday, then, you
should complete Ci3 appropriately dated forms and mail them to. us. We
anticipate that it should take no longer than 15 to 30, minutes to com-
plete the forms and drop them in the mail. Fesrealize, however, that
some Fridays you may feel you, do not have the time. We would strongly
urge you, however, to take the few minutes to complete, the forms. If

you wait several days, you will'probably find it much more difficult -

to recall yoUr past problem solving activities. ,Because it is very
important for'us to receive these forms.on time, we will contact you
by phone in the_eventthat your forms become several days late.

o

We greatly appreciate your taking the 'time to keep this Weekly Log
for us. 'If you have difficulties or questions concerning this Log or
any other aspect of the RVPS training and data collection, please feel
free to call one of the individuals below collect:,

Name: Nick Smith Rachel Rassest
4 Office Phone: -(503)224-3650, ext. 323 (503)-224-3650, ext. 267'

'Home Phone: (503)649-4503 - (503)234-8891

1 8
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iv
2. Tried to identifypothntiaI difficulties and LI_J LIJ

. aids concerning a particularproblem.

3. Made or got some tests or questionnaires to LiI I I I
collect data about a problem.

4. Collected and analyze d data inn thought about .1-1:_J 1-,--1-1

...

how the *results applied to a particular problem.
.

40"
S. Thought of or listed different solutions and ' LLJ -LLJ

plans .of action to solve a problem. ,

FORM 1 OFFICE USE

Form [11
Please, complete and mail this Form on Friday,

Week

1

In the spaces provided to the right, indicate
how many times in the last week you engaged in
the following. activities that focused on No.

2 3

classroom students or your faculty and
colledgues.

4 5 6

Of.

Focus of Activity

Classroom Faculty and
Activitv, Students Colleaaues

1.. Tried to make an actual statement of what L_LI Li]
a particular problem was.

6. Tried out possible solutions and plans of 1 1 I LLI
action to solve a problem.

7. Evaluated or revised solution plans for 1 L1 I I

solving a:problem.

S. DiCcussed.general problem solving strategies. LLJ L_LJ
9. Discussed specific probleCsolving procedures. LI__I

10. Suggested genera/ problem solving strategies. LL 1 I- I I

11. Recommended specified problem solving W Wt4,procedures.

12. Attended to problem of feedback and intorpirsonil
communications.

13. Attended to problems of teamwork and impup
interactions.

14. Thought about or engaged in specific problem
solving activities.
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FORM 2

Please complete and mail thia,Form on Friday,

Please recall a Particular problem you worked in the last two
weeks and answer the following questions with it in mind. .
For each problem you worked on, complete a separate Form 2
indicating the date as above.

Briefly indicate the nature of the koblem you worked on.

, . #
.

Was thie/1 the problem you indicated at the yes . no
workshop meeting that you would be working (1) (0)

on (check one) - . ..

IP
yes

Did you report on this problem on a Form 2 (1)

no

two weeksjago? (check (ma)'
. ,

.

,

Check (6 which of the following you, have done on this problem..

(1) ...-

40.

. ,

1. Tried to make in actual statement ol what a
.particular problem was.

2. Tried to identify potential difficulties and

. aids concerning a particular problem.

3.' , Made or got some taski or. questionnaires to

collect data about a problem.

.-
4. ' Collected and analyzed datianithought about

how the results applied to uparticular problem.

5. Thought of or listed different solutions and
plies Of action to solve at problem.'

6. Tried out possibl'e solutions and plans of
action. Co sollit a- problem.

7. Evaluated or revised eolutipn plans for solving411
a problem.

Of the activities you have, checked, which one did you have the
,most, difficulty with?

If you had difficulty with another activity, which one

- .

How many hOurs have you spent working on this problem?

, .

How tiany hours ( ) over how many weeks ( ) will you
probably need to complete the rest of your work?

OFFICE USE

Fore LILI
1

Week L_L_I
2 3

No. L_L_LJ
4 5 6

L.J

14

-17
.

j18 19 20

L_LJL_21
22 23

24 25
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FORM 2 (continued)

Check (6 below those difficulties you have had in working
'(1)

on this problem.

1. I as experiencing resistance from students.

2. I am experiencing resistance from faculty.

3. I lack sufficient time to work on the problem.

4. I lack sufficient resources to work on the problem.

5. I do not have administrative support.

6. I do not have support from other teachers.

Check (/) bow successful you.feel you are .in dealing with this
(1)

particular problem,

1. I am (check one):

116

(1). enthhsiastic
(2) -.hopeful--

(3) doubtful
(4) discouraged

OFFICE USE

26

27

28

29

30

Li
31

32

2. I think I will be able to solve (check one)(1) all,
(2) part, (3) none of the the problem.

3. I will probably need (check one) (1; much,
.(2) some, (3) no additional help or training
to solve this problem.

4. If you attended the workshop training, how. useful do you
feel thmtraining was in working on this problem?
( check one)

(1) very useful
(2) moderately useful
(3) unuseful
(4) - hampered my efforts

3

33

34

35

r
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FOLLOWUP QUESTIONNAIRE

The purpose of this questionnaire is to obtain
information about your feelings concerning the
workehop'you attended three months ago. Please
answe all of the following questions as honestly
and completely as possible. All responses will
be kept completely confidential.

The following questions (32-38) ask for your Judgments about the success of the
workshop in achieving'its goals. Using the.5-point scale below please circle the
number indicating how successful you would say the information, materials, practice
exercises, and methods used in this workshop were in achieving the following goals.

1 2" 3 4 5
Not at all Rarely Somewhat Successful Extremely
successful -successful successful successful

' How successful do you feel the workshop
was in:

---3112-018I---ts,-nerngnensewwaysof
viewing old problems,

33. Addressing important issues, vital
concerns.

34. Presenting" clearly understandable
description of problem solving.

35. Providing useful skills and concepts
for working with others outside roils
professional life. .

36. Providing information with practical
application for your work with
students.

37. Providing information with practical
application for your work with,
teachers. 4..

38: Providing information with 4ractical
'application for your work. with
superiors.

Not at all
successful

Extremely
successful

1 2 S

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 4 5

1 2 3 4 .5

1 2- 3 4 . 5

The following questions (39-45) deal with how you feel about the workshop as
a whole and about its usefulness for yourself and others.

39. Compared to other workshopi you have attended, kow successf41 do you feel
this workshop was in meeting your expectations about what you personally

' wanted to get out of it?

1 2 . 3 : 4 5

Extremely Relatively Neutral Relatively Not at all
successful in successful unsuccessful successful in
meeting my ' meeting my
expectations ,expectations

112 .117.



40. How successful do you feel the workshop was in achieving its overall
objectives?

1

Extremely
successful

2

Relatively
successful

3

Neutral
4

Relatively
unsuccessful

5

Not et all
successful

41. Compared to what you learned in other workshops, how useful do you feel
the skills and concepts you have learned are in problem solving?

1
Very useful

2

Relatively
useful

3

Neutral,

4

Relatively
useless

5

Useless

42. Now that the workshop is over, how would you sun up the experience?

1

Extremely
worthwhile

2

Very
worthwhile

3

Worthwhile
4 5 ''''."

barely, Of no worth
,

worthwhile at all
. -7..

43. Would you recommend this workshop to any of your friends or colleagues?

1

Definitely
recommend

2

Possibly .

recommend

3

Recommend with
reservations

4

Probably not
recommend

5

Definitely not
recommend

44. -In relation to your expenditure of time and/or money, how valuable has
the workshop been to you?

1 1 2 3 ' 4 5

Extremely Moderately. Of some value . Of United Of no value
.. valuable valuable value ,A

't .0.-:

45tt'Cippirea to other workshops, how useful do you think-the workshop would
be as a training experience for your colleagues?

1

Very
useful.

2

Relatively
useful

3

Neutral
4

Relatively
useless

5.

Useless

The following questions (46 -57).sre concerned with your understanding of the
conceptual materials and your ability to apply the skills learned in this workshop.
For each of the following concepts and skills, we would like youto respond to the
question, "How well do you,feel you have a working understanding of..." on the
following scale.

118

2 3

I don't understand the I don't understand the I understand the

concept and could not concept but could concept but could

apply the sailli apply the skills not apply the skills

4

I understand.the
concept and could
apply the skills

How well do you feel you have a working
understanding of:

1 . 2 3 -4 5

46. Applying the 4- guideline criteria for
writing a problem statement. .

1 2 3 4 5

47. Using the forcefield diagnostic technique. 1 2 3 4 5

48. Selecting and creating instruments for
data gathering.

1 2 3 4 5

49. Using criteria for deriving implications 1

from research findings.

1 2 3 4 5
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50. Spotting and analyzing mayor results
of data collated.

51. Brainstorming action alternatives to
meet implications derived from
findings.

52. Applying guidelines for planning and
implementing action alternatives.

53. Evaluating;solution plans.

54. Paraphrasing interpersonal communications

55. Using concepts and skills of giving and
receiving feedback.

56. Diagnosing teamwork relatfea:

57. Identifying and evaluating small group
dynamics.;

U

s,

'1kin

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 S

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5'

1 2 3 4 5

St
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Appendix C:

PSYCHOMETRIC EVALUATION OF THE
PROBLEM SOLVING ORIENTATION.
QUESTIONNAIRE -.,



I

This is a technical note designed to present psychometric

information which may be used in evaluating a self-report attitude,

instrument called the Problem Solving Orientation Questionnaire (PSOQ).

The PSOQ was developed specifically for the evaluation of Research

Utilizing Problem! Solving (RUPS), an instructional system designed for

training teachers in a generic problem solving model for classroom

application. The PSOQ is a self-report questionnaire designed to

measure certain aspects of the orientation of teachers toward problem

solving. Respondents are presented with a vatiety of realistic probl'm

situations and asked to estimate the probability of their reacting in

a manner consistent with the "action research" orientation toward

problem solving advocated in BUPS training. Responses to items are

made on a 5-Point multiple choite scale identical to that in the

following sample item.

Suppose something has gone wrong in your school- -
something that affects everyone and has everyone
upset. What are the chances that you would remain
quiet and wait for others toanalyze the problem?

'1. Almost none (less than a 10 percent chance)
2. Maybe (about a 25 percent chance)
3. Possibly (about a 50 percent chance)
4. Almost always (about a 75 percent chance)
5. Definite* (greater than a 90 percent chance)

The items from the PSOQ were categorized according to two classi-

fication schemes determined by the contest of the'situation presented'

in'the item stem. the first classification scheme divides the situations

described in the PSOQ into two categories: (a) situations dealing

piimarily with interpersonal relationships, and "(b) situations dealing

primarily with task accomplishment.

The second classification scheme also divides the situations

described in the PSOQ into two categories: (a) situations related to

123



classroom pioblem solving activities, and (b) situations related to

nonclassroom problem solving activities. Scores' for' set of items

were the sum of the responsei to each item within thaeoategory.

Two developers of the RUPS instructional system and four evaluators

who had never= received RUPS training were instrumental in assigning the

items to the categories described' above. Each developet and evaluator

received a complete PSOQ, with each item printed on an index card. They

were'instructed to work independently and assign items either to a task

orientation category or to an interpersonal orientation category. Items

whith the evaluators and developers could not unanimously assign to these

two categories wire not scored. Of the 31 items in the PSOQ, only two

-were eliminated because of lack of unanimity. Twelve items were clOsified

48 dealing with tasks'and seventeen with interpersonal relationships.

The same-procedure of sorting cards was followed for the classroom

and nonclassroom categories. Twelve items were placed in the classroom

situation,category, seventeen 'items were placed in the nonclassroom

situation category and two items were deleted due to lack of unanimity.

Pretraining data from a sample of 87 teachers who responded CO the -')

PSOQ were used to calculate split half reliabilities, which were .

\i

corrected with the Spearman Brown Prophecy formula. These 87 teachers%..,

were participants.in RUPS,.two other NWREL workshops, or.metbera of the

control group used in an evaluation study.

In addition to the split-half reliabilities, testzretest reliabilities

were computed with the same group of 87 teachers. Since the test-retest

reliabilities were based upon pretraining and posttraining administrations

designed to assess training effects, the test-retest relaibilities should

be 'interpreted as conservative estimates.

124
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Because both pretest and posttest information were available for

analysis, the data were analyzed in a multitrait-multioccasion matrix

of intercorrelations. Two tables are required as the four scales
0

employed were not mutually exclusive with respect to items., Categories

within classification schemes were mutually exclusive, however, and

Table A includes the intercorrelations for the task accomplishment

scale and the interpersonal relationships..scale. A multitriit-

multioccasion matrix is used because it provides two indices Of scale

_reliability (split-half and test-retest) and concurrent and predictive

interscale relationship all in one table. It, therefoie, provides an

overview of a variety of scale characteristics in a single table.

Table A

Multitrait-Hultioccasion Intercorrelations
of Task Accomplishment and Interpersonal Relationships

PSOQ Scalesa

AM

Pre Post
.

-

Task
Accomplishdent_Aelationships

.

Interpersonal Task s Interpersonal
Accomplishment Relationshipd

Pre

Task
Accomplishment

*

.71
b

:55 -,

'

.37b

.

!
Interpersonal
Relationship*

Post

Tssk
Accomplishment

. Of

.34

.40
.,

..4"'

--

.54

.

ti :

--Interpersonal
Relationships

aN87.
bCorrected split half reltabilitias.
crest-ritest reliabilities.

The italicized correlations are reliability coefficients. Those

reliability coefficients in the pretest portion of the matrix are split-

half reliabilities with corrections made according to the Spearman
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Brow Prophecy formula. Similar reliabilities were not calculated for

the postteat administration. Test-retest reliabilities ark placed in

the cross occasion (i.e., pre-post) portion of the matrix. The task

accomplishment scale was more reliable than the interpersonal relation-

ships scale indicating that it may have greater potential value for

evaluation purposes. Within occasion the interpersonal relationships

scale correlated less With itself*Ii.e., split-half reliability) than

it did with the task accomplishment scale. To have much confidence in

a scale the reliabilities should be higher than interscale correlations.

Therefore, further doubt is cast on the value of the interpersonal

relationships scale.

The pretraining snd,posttraining interscale and within-occasion

correlations were very nearly identical. Task accomplishment correlated

. -

.55 for the pretraining dita with interpersonal relationships and .54

for the posttraining data. This pair of concurrent interscale correlations

indiCate a form of stability in the relationships between the scales. As
.:'

expected, these interscale and'within-occasion Correlations were higher

than the interscale and between-occasion correlations which -were .34

and .40.

Tablt B includes the, intercorrelations for the classroom situations

and nonclassroom situations ,scales. The classroom situations scale

possessed greater reliability than Chi nonclassroom situations scale.

While the reliability of the nonclassroom situations scale.was higher

than this scale's intercorrelation withthe classroom situations scale;

the reliabilitieere_not high in absolute terms.

126
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Table B

Multitrait-Multioccasion Intercorrelations
of Classroom Situation and Nonclassroom

Situation 1100, Scalesa

Pre /host

Task
-I-
Interpersonal Task intsrperaOnal

Accomplishment Relationships Accompliishment Relationships
- ,

Teak . sob .32

Accompliahment
Pre

Interpersonal .32 .31
Relstionships

Task .110 .21 --
.

Accompliahmant
Post

interpersonal .18 .44 0 . .34 ...

Relationships

aN-87.

. bCorrected split half falishilities.
ciestlretest renal:ditties.

Interscale and within-occasion correlations were nearly identical

classroom situations correlated with nonclasercom

the pretraining and .14.for the posttraining.data.

intercorrelations were higher thin the interscale

intercorrelations which were .18 and .21.

120
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APpenaix D:
s

DESCRIPTIONS AND PSYCHOMETRIC DATA
FOR CLIMATE SCALES USED IN THE
EVALUATION OF RESEABOu 117ILIZING
PROBLEM SOLVING, INTERPERSONAL
INFLUENCE AND GROUP PROCESS SKILLS
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INTRODUCTION

OutcoMe evaluations of three of the instructional systems developed

" by the Improving-Teaching Competencies Program (ITCP) have involved the

use of various,measurei of classroom climate. This appendix presents

the souttes of those measures, a-brief summary and evaluation of the

psychometric data available on the instruments and a .summary. of

pMychometrit data.obtainul'frbm the Northwest Regional. Educational

.Laboratory (NWREL) evaluation studies.

The instructional systems being evaluated through the classroom

climate measures included Research Utilising Problem Solving (RUPS),

IiiterpersOnat Influence (MP), and Group Procest Skills (OW, which is

part of the instructional system Preparing Educationat Training'

Consultants I (PETC=1): While these instructional systems are independent,

they all focus:heavgy upon interpersofial skills and piocesses. That is,

4 -
much of the training is designed to focus explicit attention on%inter-

.1

personalprocesses and to heighten awareness of certain aspects of

interpersonal relationships. All three systems are designed .to be

appropriate for classroom teachers and are intended to have some mffects

1.s
on their behavior.

p

' The climate measures used in evaluating these instructional systems

N

included scales. elected from four instruments, the Student,Activities

Questionnaire, My Class Inventory, Student Attitude and Activity Survey,

and the StudentBehavioral Description Questionnaire.

Structure of the Appendix

This appendix has been divided into two sections. The first

section includes a description of the climate scales and a brief summary

122
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and evaluation'of the published psychometric data available' on the

instruments. The second section. includes reliability data in the fdrm

of intraclasi correlations and test-retest reliabilities as well as

scale intercorrelitions computed from data collected in the ITCP

evaluation studies. ,

.:t '

I.

r
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DESCRIPTIONS OF SCALES AND PUBLISHED PSYCHOMETRIC INFORMATION

Student Activities Questionnaire

I

1.

.

The Student Activities Questionnaire was constructedkfor the

evaluation bf an ESEA Title III project, Project IMPLODE, which was hypo-

_thesized topimpact upon classroom climate.

the impact of the classroom process rather

It was designed to emphasize

than its input to the educe-

tional-system. That is, to determine the traits or abilities of the

students. A description of the item geIeration and-piloting procedures

is presented in "The Measurement of

Schools" (Ellison, Callner, Fox and

Academic Cli6a

Taylor, 1973).

to in ElemeitarY

The questionnaire

-contains.sixty multiple-choice items and.eight'scales. Five of the .

eight scales have been usedfor the ITC? evaluation work. One scale of

the Student Activities Questionnaire was dropped because it was designed

as an implementation measure for Project IMPLODE. Hence, it was not

expected to be relevant to RUPS, INF or GPS training. Two additional

scales (Career Development and Independent Development)-were judged to

be of low relevance to the instructional systems developed by the ITC?.

The scales which were used included:

Enjoyment Of School: A measure of students' enjoyment of class
activities and school work

Reinforcement of Self-Concept: A measure of the4imount of positive
feedback received by students, either,through personal contact or
structured class activities

Classroom Participation: ...A measure of student participation in
class activities -- frequency ofclass discussions, number of students
who typically participate and opportunities for participation

Democratic Classroom Control: A steasuresof the amount of student
input into classroom decision making, planning of individual
activities and enforcement of rules.

Individdilization of Instruction: A measure of the extent. .that
students perceive theii teachers as sensitive to their own
individual needs, progress and goals,

133. ,
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Published psychometric data for the StudintActivitiespuestionnaire

consists of scale intercorrelations, intraclass correlation coefficients
1.

for each item and additional construct validity evidence in the forsof
- - --

treatment and comparison group differences.

With a sample of 654 fifth and sixth grade students, scale inter=;:

correlations of all 8 of the SAQ scales ranged from .14 to a .49, except

for the multiple talent teaching and career development scales which

contained some common items. (Theme two scales were not selected for

the evaluation of ITCP systems.). Of the five scales selected for use,

the interscale correlations ringed from .14 to .42. The mean inierscale,

correlation for the'five.selected scales was .26 as opposectoto the mean

interscale correlation of .35 for the full set of 8 scales on the Stu-
,

dent Activities Questionnaire. This inditated greater scale independ-:

ence among the five scales used than among all eight of the scales; In

'other words,ithe more redundant scales were not'used.

item reliability information in the form of intraclass'correlation

, coefficients is available on all of the questionnaire items. Of the 1

intraclass correlations, 33 were significant at the .01 level, 8 were

significant at the .05 level, and 18 were nonsignificant. Of the 5'

scales selected, 15 intraclass Rs were significant at the .01 level, 5

were significant at the .05 level, and 9.were nonsignificant. The items

selected appeared to be neither,more nor less reliable than the complete

set of 60 Student Activities QuestiOnnaire items. :
Additional construct validity evidence available for the Student

Activities Questionnaire is that mean compariions between the experi-

mental and control schools in the Project IMPLODE evaluaAion`resulted

in significant differences in the expected direction in all scales

except individualization of instruction.
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Student Attitude and Activity Survey (SAAS)

The SAAS was developed as a part of a Utah ESEA, Title III Project,

the Utah System Approach to Individualized Learning (U-SAIL (Nelson,`'
1

1973). It was developed to'assess outcomes of an affective nature as

well as student perceptions of certain process considerations. Many of

the scales of the SAAS were developed to conceptually parallel the

concepts measured with the Student Activities Questionnaire. There are

two forms of the SAAS, a Primary Form appropriate for Grades 2 through 4,

and an Intermediate Form inter ra es an here are

17 scales included in the SAAS. Many of them, however, were developed/as

measures of implementation for the U-SAIL project and were not appropriate.

for evaluation of the three instructional systems.

The scales which were used include general climate, reinforcement

of self-concept, general school sentiment, use of proceis approach, and

S

S

participation in individualized learning strategies. All of these scales

came from the Intermediate Form of the SAAS.

Published reliability information on the SAAS is limited to

communalities obtained in a factor' analysis Ofthe SAAS.variables. The

reported communalities range from .71 through .77. There was, however,

no reported reliability estimate for the use of process approach

variable. o
A

My Class Inventory (MCI_'

The MCI was developed to conceptually parallel the Learning

Envirgnment Inventory for elementary level school children; The con-
!

pletilMCI includes 45 items in 5 scales; satisfaction, friction,

competitiveness, diffigiulty and cohesiveness: ,(The difficulty scale

is not being used in the ITCP evaluation work.) The scale reliabilities
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of the MCI ranged from .54 through .77, based upOii an analysis of dati

from a sample of 655 subjects. There was no validity information reported

intthe manual for the MCI (Anderson, 1973), for it was still in develop-

meat at the time it was selected for use in the evaluation of the ITCP

training systems.

Student Behavior Description Questionnaire (SBDQ)

The mm0Q was developed to assess the interpersonal needs of high
4

school and junior high school students (Croft, 1966). Although the

comp ete taps interpersonal variables in terms-of-rilationships

with parents, friends and teachers, only the three scales measpring

relationship with teacher factors were used in the evaluation of the

three instructional systems of the ITCP. Student!perceptions of rela

tionships with parents and friends are not likely linked to the training.

offered in RUPS, GPS or 'INF.

The SSOQ was developed primarily through factor analytic techniques.

Thus, the scales are relatively homogenous and independent.
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PSYCHOMETRIC INFORMATION AVAILABLE FROM IMPROVING TEACHING
COMPETENCIES PROGRAti-EVALTMTION STUDIES A

Design Essentials

Psychometric evaluations collected with data actuaXly'used in an

evaluation study are poteUtially more usefulthan published psychometric

infoimation in analyzing technical limitations of the instrwianteas

used. Data from the 18 climate scales collected in the evaluations of

. RUM INF and GPS were used for further psychometric evaluations.

The psychometric information presented in Table A includes scale'

reliabilities, intraclass correlations (Haggaid, 1958) andtest-retest

reliabilities as well as scale intercorrelations. Since the evaluation

designs for these studies included pretraining and posttraining_

administrations of the climate scales, there are two intraclass

correlations for each climate scale as well as a test-retest reliability

for each.climate scale.

Data collected for these inalyses came from fourth, fifth, and

sixth grade students in the classrooms of teachers assigned to one of

three training groups (RUPS, INF and GPS), or a control group. Specific

.

recruitment and sampling procedures are described earlier in this
.

report and in the Interpersonal Influence Field Teat Impact Study and

Expert &intim (Eiscox, Cutting and George, 1976). Readers interpreting

Table A of intercorrelations and reliabilities should be aware of three

cautions:

1. Yew teachers were randomly assigned to the four groups.

However, recruitment procedures were quite similar. Thus, the

nonrandom assignment of teachers to groups is not expected,to

have a major impact on the reliabilities and scale

intercorrelations for the combined samples.
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2. The sample sizes, in teriss of teachers Oi classrooms, for these

reliabilities and scale intercorrelations differ from scale to

scale for two reasons:

a. While students in. the ,classrooms of teachers in the; DT,

On and control groups responded to all of the cliate

scales treated in Table B, the students in the classrooms

of teachers in the RUPS group responded toonly five of the

eighteen scales. (The five scales are marked with an (a)

in the table.). As a result the number of claorooms

associated witpretlzt scores for.thefive scales marked

with an (i) is 84, while the number of classrooms associated

with the other pretest scores is 52. The number of class

rooms associated with posttest scores for the scales with

an (a) is 73 and the number.of classrooms associated with

40
the other posttest scores is 44. Sample sizes for pretest

and posttest data are included in Table B.

b. -The original total sample size for these combined studies

involved 107 teachers rather than the 84,teachers for whom

.pretest data were available. There was 21 perdent missing

or unusable data for the pretest scores and 32-percent

missing Or unusable data for posttest sc:ges The specific

impact of these missing data is not known.

3. The climate inventories were administered differently in the

studies. All of the students in the classrooms of RUPStrained

teachers responded to the five scales from the SAQ. However,

since data from 18 scales rather than just 5 scales were needed

for the classrooms of the 11q, OPS and control groups, different
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Table B

Number of Classrooms and Students for Whom
Climate Data Were Analyzed on RUPS, INF)

OS and Control Groups

Pre Post

Scale
Number of
Classrooms

Number of
Students

Number of
Classrooms

Number of
Students

Satisfaction 52 721 44 494

'Friction 52 721 44 494

.

Competitiveness 52 721 44. 494

Cohesiveness 52 T 721 44 494

Enjoyment of School 52:' . 721' 44 494 0

Reinforcement of 84 1499 73 1213
Self-Concepta

ClassrOom Participationa '84 1499 73 -1-- 1213

Democratic Classroom 84 1499 73 1213

Controls -,

'Individualization :

of instructiona
84 1499 73 1213

"SAQ Totala . 84 1499 73. a213
.

.

Climate 52, 697 73 0 509

Reinforcement of 52 697 , 44 509
Self-Concept

.

General School 52 697 44 . - 509
Sentiment

Prpuess Approach 52 697 44 ' 509
.

.

Individualized 52 697 44 509

Approach

Teacher Consideration. 52 697 44 509

Teacher Thrust 52 697 44 .509

Teacher Domination
i

52 697 44 509

aThe RUPS sample responded only to these five scales. All other samples
responded to all scales given in this table.
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administration procedures were required for, those,three groups.

The 18 climate scale's were divided, into two questionnaires,

Forms A and B. The students in each of the classrooms of the

OPS and control group teachers were then randoily assigned

to two groups. 'Students in one of these groups (for each

classroom)' responded to Form A aril students in the other group

responded to Form B. Therefore, classrook means for the AVPS,..

teachers are based upon all students in each class. Classroom

means for INF., GPS and the control teachers are based upon a

random half of the students in each classroom. One of the

xesults of this procedure is that the intraclass reliabilities

for the scales not used in the RUPS study are slightly lower

than they would have been if all students in all groups had

4: responded to all scales.

Interpretation of Table A (Reliabilities)

The interpretation of Table A is limited here to an examination or

the reliabilities presented. The intraclass correlations for each scale,

are presented along 'the major (larger) diagonal in Table A... The intra-

class correlation is a measure of reliability based upon the ratio of

between class variance minus within class variance to between class

variance. The greater the agreement among students in the same classroom,

given consistent differences between classroome,the greater the,intra-
,

class correlation. The intraclass correlation, then, is a measure of

relative agreement within predefined groups. It can be interpreted as

any reliability coefficient where true score is defined as differences

in classroom means and error is defined aswithin class Variance. Since

142 .132.
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the intraclass correlation is based upon one test administrationt.there

are, two intraclass correlations for each scale, one for the pretest and

one for the posttest.

Test - retest reliabilitiei, in the minor (smaller), diagonal, were

based upon a pretraining and posttraining administration of the climate

scales. They must be viewed the as conservative estimates of stability.

My Class Inventory (MCI). Pretest intraclass correlations for the

.11

MCI scapas ranged from .29 (p < .033) for competitiveness to .58 (p< .001)

or cohesiveness.

Postteit intraclass correlations ranged,from e17 (p < .180) for

cohesiveness' to .64 (p < .001) for satisfaction. The most consistently

reliable scale from the MCI was the satisfaction scale with intraclass

correlations of 53 (p < .001) and .64 (p < .001). Test-retest

reliabilities' for. the MCI scales were quite 'low,. ranging from -.03 to '.25.

Student Activities Questionnaire. Pretest intraclass correlations

for this questionnaire ranged from .08 (p < .317) for enjoyment of school

to .79 (p < .001) for democratic,classroom control. Postteht intraclass

correlations ranged from .25 (p < .078) for enjoyment of school to .72

(p < .001) for democratic classroom. control. Recall,that the enjoyment

of school intraclass reliabilities are based upon fewer classrooms and

fewer students per classroom than for the rest of the.scales. Test-'

retest reliabilities ranged from .07 for enjoyment of school to .59 for

classroom participatiOn. Clearly the enjoyment of school scale is much

less reliable than the rest of the scales. The two most reliable scales

from this questionnaire were classroom participation and democratic

classroom control.

Student Attitude and Activity Survey (SAAS). Pretest intraclass

correlations from the SAAS ranged,from .42 (p < .002) for both climate
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and process approach to .71 (p < .001) for individualized approach. .

Posttest intraclass correlations ranged from .41 (p < .004)4Or process

approach to .64 (p < .001) for reinforcement of self-concept and

.

individualized approach. Test-retest reliabilities ranged from :48 for

process approach to .74 for climate. Test-retest reliabilities for the

tAAS scales were much higher than those for the MCI scales while they

were based upon approximately the same number of students and classrooms.'

One design difference which may have been a factor, however, was that

the MCI was part of FormIr and the SAAS was Part of Form B. Thus,

different students were*the respondents for these two sets of, scales.

Student Behavior Description Questionnaire (SBDQ). Pretest intra-

class correlations for the SBDQ ranged from .53 (p < .001) for teacher

domination to .74 (p < .001) for teacher consideration. Posttest

intraclass correlations ranged from .43 (p < .003) for teacher domination

to .69 (p < .001) for teacher consideration. Test-retest reliabilities

ranged from .48 for teacher thrust to .65 for teacher consideration.

Test-retest reliabilities for the SBDQ scales were similar to those for

the SAAS and much higher than, those for the MCI. Again design differences',

specifically inclusion of the SBDQ and SAAS in Form B and the MCf in

Form 'A, may account for the similarities and differences.
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Appendix E: ,

UNCORRELATED t-VALUES FOR RESEARCH
UTILIZING PROBLEM SOLVING
POSTTRAINING AND FOLLOW?
QUESTIONNAIRE ,
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t -Values fot RUPS Posttraining and Followup Questionnaitesa

Topic Variables

,

Posttrainlng ToilownP

t-Valie df p-Valuei SD if "S0.

Satisfaction 2-32 4.14 .89 . 3.68 1;03 -2.06 72 ,.05
1',

3-33 3.46 1.10 3.24 .93 -.92 72 .26
.

5-34 3.68 .88 ,p3.51 1.10 -.70
.

72 .31

26-40 6 2.19 .) 2.54 .84 1.74 71 .27

dl
29142 2.05 1.13 .2.75 .87 2.96 71 .01

..! 30-43 , 2.03 1.24 2.27 1.19 .86 172 28

Use and ' 8-35 3.83 .88 3.43 1.12 -1.71, 71 .21

Application
'''' 9-36 3.95 .88 3.46 1.10 -2.10 72 .04

-
.

. 10-37 3.49 -.80 '3.57 1.07 .36 72- .37

11-38 3.35 .82 -'3.19 .94 -.78, 12 .29
4

aThe scale for Items 26,.,29dand 30 (40, 42 and 43) is reversed.

O
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Question 32: Nov that y'u have been away from the workshop for some
.time, have you changed your opinion of how ueefui it was?

No

No

No

No, I feel same.

No

. .

Yes. I got tired of coming here. But time has shown that I
really use many of the techniques.

No,'I still feel the RUTS process is not applicable on a day to
day'problem; but because of all the steps of RUPS would be only

-useful for major ,problems and one which you time a great amount
of time to work with.

No G

No

Yes, I feel negative! I think much 'could be consolidated and the
use of manipulation could be incorporated. I've been to a
communications workshop which ptesented many'Of the same ideas,
but we got into different groups, had objects to work with (a .

physical problem to murk on). It made it more interesting and
more bearable.

No,'I always felt that the workshop was useful, but I think I
could have had a little more guidance through writing out my
forCo field and;force field analysis - -for some incorrect forces
that might have been static' in my force field and analysis.

Not
O

Yes. In use it was often too cumbersome and time consuming.
Some portions clearly emerged as being more useful than others.

No

No; it's quite useful.1

No, I've felt from the beginning it would be useful and it was:

No

No

No, when I had a successful small ROTS class project, it made me
feel better. Also I can see bow I could.introduce a RUPS project
again to my faculty. t
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Same feelings.

Yes. I thought,I would ignore the concepts presented and not put
--thiiiinto practice, but I haven't. Good.

After the weekend sessions I experienced much enthusiasm about
implementing my newly gained skills.

No
O

Nci

_No. I feel I've learned much, even though I might not go through'
the full process recommended by the course.

It was useful.

No. I find it has made me more aware of classroom'problems, the
feasibility of discussing it with my class and coworkers. I find
then I'm not alone on a particular problem.

'No, but it is more time consuming than I had anticipated.

No

No. Personally, I'll use parts of NIPS process, not the whole
thing.

14)
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PREFACE

This' publication is one of a series of summary evaluation reports

issued by the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory to document

evaluation findings for selected products. The subject of thiO report

is Research Utilizing Problem Salving (RUPS), an instructional system

developed in the Improving Teaching Competencies Program.

This report summarizes the technical report Research Utilizing

Problem Solving: Outcome Evaluation Report which presents the data

collected about the impact of the system on the classrooms'of teachers

trained in two RUPS workshops. The information is intended to provide

. evidence related to the impact of RUPS training on students. Although

this informition is primarily summative in nature, it should also help

those who may be considering modifying the systemcto increase the

likelihood of achieving impact on students.

An institutional technical review has been conducted by Laboratory

specialisti external to the Program. Qualified evaluation consultants

external to the Laboratory have also reviewed this report.

AtAbu ZOVW
Lawrence D. Fish
Executive Director
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this report is to summarize the Research Utilising

Problem Solving: Outcome Evaluation Report' prepared by the improving

Teaching Competencies Program (ITCP) of the Northwest Regional

Educational Laboratory (NWREL) The full report includes evaluative

data on trainee attitudes toward the Research Utilising Problem Solving

(RUPS) instructional system, trainee attitudes toward themselves,

trainee'behavior and classroom impact.- The reader is referred to the

full technical report for specific design details related to the

sampling, instrumentation and data analysis procedures used in the study. .

The RUPS instructions? system, composed of'16 cumulative and

sequential training units, was designee to increase the skills Of

educators in systematically carrying out a 5 -step method of problem

solving: (a) identify the problem, (b) diagnose the problem situation,

(c) consider alternative actions, (d) try out a plan of action and

(e) adapt the plan.
1

Participants are guided through a sequence of units, each consisting

of a series of concept papers, group discussions and exercises. The

materials were designed to develop participant knowledge and participant

ability to use the RUPS process in identifying and'diagnosing classroom-,

school- and peer-related problems.

The instructional°strategy of the RUPS system is based on a pattern

of repeated diagnosis carried out in small training groups of three or

six persons. The knowledge gained through this process provides the

'Murray, Stephen L., Rachel L. Rassen and Stuart M. Speedie. Research
Utilising Problem Solving: Outcome Evaluation Report. Portland,
Oregon: Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory,.1976, 154 pp.
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basis for selecting and designing action plans to solve the identified

problems. A simulation exercise provides opportunities for participants

to practice skills in training groups and to learn to observe and
41

improve their teamwork behaviors in a workshop setting.

The instructional system was designed for mass distribution and i8

available in both classroom and administrator versions. Materials

include a leader's guide, participant materials, an audiotape,recording

and a test. The instructional strategy calls for one 271 -hour workshop

and two 3-hour followup'sessions held 6 to 12 weeks after training.

A limited Educational Resources Information Center search was

conducted in order to identify problem-solving.training packages and

instructional systems that offered alternatives to MPS. This limited

0

search did not identify any alternative to the RIPS instructional system'

in the ford of a complete and comprehensive prepackaged training program

that emphasized both problem solving and group dynamics.

2
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TEST SITE AND SAMM.CHARACTERISTICS

Two test sites in the Pacific Northwest were used for the outcome

evaluation of MPS. All fourth-, fifth- and sixth-grade teachers at

two test areas were invited to participate in the RUPS workshop. These

teachers were offered freg, materials, training and paid tuition for 3

hours of graduate credit in return for their dooperation in providing

.necessary evaluation information.

It was originally anticipated that one major workshop site (Tacoma,

Washington) would be used for the RUPS impact study. Recruitment was

initiated in the Tacoma school district and in several school districts

south of Tacoma. Because of a teacher strike, the Tacoma school

district decided to withdraw from participation in the study and thus

only teachers from the school districts south of Tacoma were still

available. As a result orthis situation, not enough teachers were

left to complete the evaluation. Therefore, additional teachers were

recruited from a second major site in Seattle, Washington. Arrangements

were made to conduct workshops atjoth sites. In Tacoma, a workshop

was conducted for 17 participants and in Bellevue, Washington, a second

workshop was conducted for 21 participants.

The original evaluation design called for a comparison group

composed of teachers randomly selected from those teachers who volunteered

for RUPS training. However, the physical distance between the two work-

shop sites and the relatively small number of participants at each site

precluded the vibe of such a group. An ITCP evaluation study involving

two other experimental groups and a control group was scheduled for the

Seattle area two weeks before the RUPS workshop. The two experimental

groups were to receive training in two other instructional systems
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developed by the,,ITCP: Interpersonal Influence (INF) and Group Process

Skills (GPS). The third group was a nontreatment control group scheduled

to receive INF training the following spring.

Since recruitment procedures for the GPS, INF and control groups

were essentially the same as those for the RIPS groups (participants for

the OS, INF and control groups were recruited from all'fourth-, fifth-
..

and sixth -grade teachers in the Seattle area), it was decided that the

24 teachers who were members of the nontreatment control group could

also serve as the comparison group for the BOPS evaluation.

Analysis of a backgroUnd questionnaire revealed that the RIPS group,

and the nontreatment control group were similar in terms of prOportion

of males to females, ages, years,of teaching experience and reasons for

attending the workshop. However, a somewhat. higher proportion of non-

treatment control grodp members had obtained a master's degree and had

attended two or more previous NWREL workshops. The specific effects of,

these pretraining group differences on the outcome measures used are

_unknown.
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TRAINEE ATTITUDES TOWARD THE SYSTEM ,1

Participants reported high levels of satisfaction with the content

and structure of the training. Participant responses to specific

questions related to content and structure in the posttraining question-

naire ranged from 57 to 87 percent positive. Of the participants, 73

percent summed up their experience in the RUPS workshop as positive;

the same proportion indicated they would recommend RUPS to friends with

similar interests. It should be noted, however, that ratings of the

. workshop were slightly lower when participants were asked'to make

judgments on the basti'ofpersonal criteria, such as*the degree to

which the workshop addressed issues they thought were vital or the

degree to which the workshop was successful in meeting personal

expectations. Some of the questions on the followup questionnaire,

which wae administered 3 months after training, were identical to

questions asked in the posttraining questionnaire; it was, therefore,

possible to compare responses to these questions through means of

Uncorrelated t-tests. The results indicated that positive opinions on

the content, structure and.satisfaction with tyre workshop did not

change over a 3 -month period. Moreover, the tendency of participants

to respond less positively when judging the workshop on personal criteria

did not change. Negative changes did occur on two items: participant

ratings of the success of the4workshop in offering new insights and the

number of participants summing up theirvorkshop experience as positive.

Participants were questioned about the usefulness of the RUPS

training and its applicability to their work. Immediately' after the

workshop, participants tended to.view RUPS training'as both useful and
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applicable to their work (57 percent said they were planning to iise Rl1PS

as an integral part of"their work)._ Of the participants, 79 percent saw

WS as useful in work with students, 49 percent saw MPS as useful in'

work with superiors, and 57'percent saw MPS as useful in work with other

teachers. The classroom version of BVPS was used in the training .and

it seems reasonable to conclude that participants found it more useful

in that setting.

The identical items on the posttraining and followup questionnaires

that dealt with the usefulness and applicability of the training were

compared through the use of uncorrelated t-tests. The results indicated

that trainees did not change their positive perceptions of the usefulness

and applicability of RUE'S training in relation to work with teachers,

superiqrs and others. However, there was a decrease in the perceived

success of the workshop in providing information.with 'practical applies-

tions for work with students. The responses to the other items concerning

the usefulness of the training remained positive over the 3-month period.

The few negative changes that occurred probably reflect a more realistic.

understanding of the applicability of WS to the school environment in

contrast to the general enthusiasm generated by the workshop. However,

positive attitudes reflected in both the posttraining and the followup

queptionnaires suggest that participants did not receive excessive

negative feedback in their attempts to employ RUE'S techniques.

Both the observations ofthe evaluators who were'presetii at each

workshop site and the results of a weekly log that was filled out by

trainees on a weekly basis were used to assess the significant side

effects resulting from use o4 the system. ,A high degree of participant

enthusiasm for the training was observed and documented at both the
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Conclusion of the workshop and at the followup sessions. Additionally,

an examination of the weekly logs showed that RUPS participants tended

40 to select for their improvement projects relatively Complex problems

4°1

:requiring commitments of at least 30 days for completion. However,

becadse there were no comparative data for these log eptriss, it is

not possible to determine whether this effect is indeed due to RUPS

training or is a reactive. effect of the datagathering instrument.

J
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. TRAINEE ATTITUDES TOWARD SELF

Correlated t-tests were performed on selected items'from the post-

training and followup questionnaires to determine whether the trainees'

perceptions of how well they understood the concepts and their ability

to apply RUPS skills changed during the 3-month interval. Responses to

the posttraining questionnaire indicated that a majority of participants

felt they understood the materials but did not feel'that they could

apply the skills immediately after training. Similar results were

obtained on the foilowup questionnaire administered i'months later.

The only 'significant change was a positive change in the trainees'

working understanding of "spotting and analyzing major resulti of data

collected." Thus, the -data indicate that trainee perceptions of their

working understanding of the workshop materials and concepts were very

'positive when assessed immediately after the workshoPand generally did

not change over a3-month period.

It was hypothesized that, as a result of the training, participant

'in RAPS would report an increased probability of their using problem-

!

saving techniques in a variety of situations. This hypothesis was

evaluated through pretraining and posttraining administ'ation of,a

self-report attitude questionnaire called the Problem ,olving OriST ,nation

.1

i Questionnaire (PSOQ). There was a statistically significant inc ease in

A
the'self-reported probabilities of engaging in taskr1 itlated cl isroom

I

f problem solving. .However, il/P5 training apparently did-not a fact

trainee perceptions of their own orientatiems towarfi interpe sonal

aspects of problem solving or nonclassrOom problem/solving.
.

f

/1(

The effects of BLIPS training upon problem - solving orientation
i

,.

, were also evaluated through a path analysis technique ap lied to/the

.

.
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RUPS group data base and the control group data base. Results of the

analysis failed to support the hypothesis that MPS trainees were more

inclined to engage in problem-solving behavior thin ontrol
.

group
.

S

teachers. The only significant pith coefficient was for age; therefore,

younger teachers saw themselves as more inclinded to use problem-solving

techniques in the classroom.

Vio
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TRAINEE BEHAVIOR

Information compiled from the weekly logs was used to assess

whether RUPS trainees discussed and used their problem-solving knowledge

and skills in their total schools. The RUPS participants reported

engaging in a mean 4requency of 18.13 RUPS-like, problem-solving

activities per week with students and 19.36 pet week with faculty and

colleagues. Apparently RUPS participants do use problem-solving Malls

in their classroom work and with faculty and colleagues. However, since

-no comparative data were available-ftir interpreting these results,

either from other training groups or from RUPS participants before their

training, it cannot be determined whether these data reflect (a) training-

caused changes in problei-solving behavior or (b) typical teacher per-.

formance. When working with students, participants had a tendency to

use and discuss diagnostically and analytically oriented skills; when

working with.faculty and piers, they had a tendency to use skills that

were more oriented toward generation of solutions.

O
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CLASSROOM IMPACT

It was hypothesized that, since RVPS is a workshop in teacher-T.
problem solving for use in classrooms, participation in MS would lead

to a change in the classroom problem-solving behaviors of teachers and

thus have an impact on the classroom learning environment. Although no

direct measure of teacher behavior was taken in.the study, teacher

attitude toward the application of problem-solving techniques was

'assessed through the PSOQ. Measures of the learning environment were

based upon student responses to four sciles'in the School Activities

Questionnaire (SAQ).

Data gathered from pretraining and posttraining administration of

the SAQ were used to determine whether a significant change in the

classroom learning environment of Russ participants had taken place.

Student responses on the SAQ, analyzed through correlated t-tests, did

..*not change significantlyr except for a negative change on the scale

pertaining to reinforcement of self-concept.

Not only did- evaluators exsmine changes in the learning environment

through correlated t-tests, they also used a path analysis technique.

in order to test a model that assumes the learning environment is

determined by background variables (e.g., age of teacher,Isex of

teacher and class size), training in RUPS and teacher attitude toward

the application of problem- solving techniquIs. The background variables

in this model were used strictly for control purposes,, and therefore

their relationships to the learning environment do not have much

IP
evaluative utility. However, the effect of MPS training on the learning

environment has direct evaluative utility and the impact of teacher
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attitude on application of problem-solving techniques had indirect

evaluative utility. In thclatter case the assumption is that teacher

attitude toward application is an expected-outcome of training, and, to

the degree that it is related to the learning environment, it is of

indirect evaluative utility: If training does have an impact on teacher

attitude and the learning environment and if teacher attitude is related

to the learning environment, the analysis of teacher attitude in terms

of its indirect evaluative utility is Straightforward. When training

does not have an impact on teacher attitude or the learning environment,

even though teacher attitude_relates to the learning environment, the

evaluative utility of findings are more difficult to analyze. In this

case, although it cannot be said that training was effective, it can-b4

said that relationships among the outcome variables do partially confirm

the model used(to evaluate the training:
4.

The data failed to-support the hypothesis that training affected

either teacher attitude, as measured by the PSOQ, or the classroom

learning environment, as measured by the SAQ. Since significant path

coefficients linking teacher attitudeto the learning environment (as

measured by three SAQ scales) were produced, some support was found for

the hypothesis that teacher orientation toward problem solving is

related to student perception of the classroom learning environment.

The three scales used were: classroom participation, individualization

of instruction and democratic-dlassroom control. (The low reliability-
*

of the fourth SAQ scale precluded its use in this analysis.)

In the data collected for this study, there is no evidence of

behavioral changes that have an impact on secondary audiences which may

be_attributed to RUPS-training% -Although the participants did- see

14
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themselves as using and discussing their problemsolving,skills with

students and peers and did express a high degree of satisfaction with

the training, there is no evidence to support the conclusion that their

postworkshop behavior was different from. their preworkshop behavior or

the conclusion that, if their behavior was indeed different, it had a

measurable impact on the secondary audiences in terms of the aspects

of learning that were measured in this study.
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